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ABSTRACT

Integrated with the function of sensing, processing, and wireless communication,
wireless sensors are attracting strong interest for a variety of monitoring and control
applications. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been deployed for industrial and
remote monitoring purposes. As energy shortage is a worldwide problem, more attention
has been placed on incorporating energy harvesting devices in WSNs.
The main objective of this research is to systematically study the design principles
and technical approaches to address three key challenges in designing reliable and
sustainable WSNs; namely, communication reliability, operation with extremely low and
dynamic power sources, and multi-tier network architecture. Mathematical throughput
models, sustainable WSN communication strategies, and multi-tier network architecture
are studied in this research to address these challenges, leading to protocols for reliable
communication, energy-efficient operation, and network planning for specific application
requirements. To account for realistic operating conditions, the study has implemented
three distinct WSN testbeds: a WSN attached to the high-speed rotating spindle of a
turning lathe, a WSN powered by a microbial fuel cell based energy harvesting system,
and a WSN with a multi-tier network architecture. With each testbed, models and
protocols are extracted, verified and analyzed.
Extensive research has studied low power WSNs and energy harvesting
capabilities. Despite these efforts, some important questions have not been well
understood. This dissertation addresses the following three dimensions of the challenge.
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First, for reliable communication protocol design, mathematical throughput or energy
efficiency estimation models are essential, yet have not been investigated accounting for
specific application environment characteristics and requirements. Second, for WSNs
with energy harvesting power sources, most current networking protocols do not work
efficiently with the systems considered in this dissertation, such as those powered by
extremely low and dynamic energy sources. Third, for multi-tier wireless network system
design, routing protocols that are adaptive to real-world network conditions have not
been studied.
This dissertation focuses on these questions and explores experimentally derived
mathematical models for designing protocols to meet specific application requirements.
The main contributions of this research are 1) for industrial wireless sensor systems with
fast-changing but repetitive mobile conditions, understand the performance and optimal
choice of reliable wireless sensor data transmission methods, 2) for ultra-low energy
harvesting wireless sensor devices, design an energy neutral communication protocol,
and 3) for distributed rural wireless sensor systems, understand the efficiency of realistic
routing in a multi-tier wireless network. Altogether, knowledge derived from study of the
systems, models, and protocols in this work fuels the establishment of a useful
framework for designing future WSNs.
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CHAPTER ONE
1 INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Wireless sensor technology has been increasingly considered as an alternative for
various monitoring purposes, because wireless devices are flexible for deployment, and
suitable for mobile subsystems, making setup and data acquisition easy [Willig2005].
The purpose of this study is to understand wireless sensor data transmission performance
and propose new designs and technical solutions to address three key challenges in
designing sustainable WSNs for industrial and environmental monitoring purposes;
namely, communication reliability, operation with extremely low and dynamic power
sources, and multi-tier network architecture. Such an understanding is expected to enable
reliable and energy efficient wireless data communication in monitoring wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), and provide sustainable sensing for monitoring WSNs powered by
renewable energy harvesting devices that have low and dynamic power output.

1.1 Wireless Sensor Network in Industrial Applications
Advances in wireless communications and electronics have enabled the
development of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional sensor nodes that are small in size
and communicate wirelessly in short distances [Akyildiz2002]. They are promising for
replacing wired sensors in industrial monitoring systems. Communication reliability is an
important facet of dependability and quality of service in most applications of wireless
sensor networks. Before industrial or environmental monitoring can take place, it is vital
that the communication among sensors be reliable and dependable [Luo2011]. Any
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network outage, loss of transmitted data, or failure to capture important data decreases
the quality of the system. Communication reliability is, therefore, a critical challenge for
the successful monitoring operations of WSN.
It’s known that some link reliability mechanisms (e.g. MAC layer automatic
repeat request – ARQ) can significantly reduce the end-to-end packet loss ratio
[Wu2010], while some other WSN applications (e.g. manufacturing monitoring
applications systems [Dzapo2009]) require high or even total end-to-end reliability,
demanding novel reliable strategies. These studies have not adequately assessed and
addressed wireless transmission errors that can occur in such environments of known
harsh radio channel properties. The focus of this part of dissertation is to enable reliable
industrial adoption of wireless sensor network solutions. Furthermore, such monitoring
systems often demand high reliability, high data throughput, and low energy
consumption. Existing commercial wireless sensor networks based on standards such as
IEEE 802.15.4 have been found to have high probability of transmission errors
[Wang2007; Tang2008]. It is of crucial importance that such degradation be properly
modeled to assess and improve a sensing system’s data transmission performance.
Experimental results identified the dominant cause of transmission errors being
multipath effects inside the metallic rotating structure. In [Tang2008], such errors were
further found to recur in deterministic regions around the rotation cycle, and the temporal
and spatial distributions of such error regions were identified from bit error patterns in
transmitted probes. The challenge for applying statistical models in such an environment
is that these models are not fundamentally designed to capture sensor networks’ 1) more
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deterministic channel property and 2) more deterministic communication pattern.
Moreover, when energy consumption is taken into consideration for wireless network
design, most channel estimation algorithms will no longer work as they usually assume
unlimited power availability and high processing capability of sensor nodes
[Devarajan2012; Zhang2013]. Special transmission protocols are needed to deliver both
high data quality and transmission energy efficiency.
It has been extensively studied by previous works that wireless data transmission
performance is a function of packet error rate measured by receiver [Khan2012;
Chen2013]. Therefore, it is straightforward to capture the key properties of error profiles,
e.g., peak and average error rate at different locations, for performance prediction and
transmission protocol selection. It should be noted that the error profile for a certain
spatial trajectory is an important property that needs to be modeled but has not been
studied before. In this dissertation, a simple mathematical model based on surface
roughness to capture the key characteristics of specific wireless channels is introduced.
Furthermore, mathematical models are derived for selected transmission protocols under
typical industrial environment. With these models, throughput can be estimated to guide
the selection of data transmission protocol under different conditions. Such protocols,
which are also presented in this dissertation, are used to provide throughput and energyefficiency improvements.

1.2 Wireless Sensor Network with Energy Harvesting Sources
As we speed up and scale up the pervasive deployment of monitoring systems
into our critical infrastructures and environment, assuring the sustainability of such
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systems is an utmost important problem. The utilization of renewable energy sources for
wireless sensor systems is useful for sustainable monitoring systems [Kansal2007;
Niyato2007; Hasenfratz2010], but very limited today due to a range of reasons. Solar
cells and wind turbine generate more energy but are not accessible in many environments
and their exposed installations are more obtrusive and vulnerable to weather, theft, or
vandalism.
(a) Terrain
Sensors and
transceivers
Power management system
e

(b) Wetland

e

Cathode

Internal
resistance

Water
Sediment

Anode

Bacteria

Figure 1.1: Sustainable monitoring of critical infrastructure and environment with MFCpowered wireless sensor networks

Emerging microbial fuel cells (MFCs) based power sources can be enclosed and
embedded into terrains, wetlands, and structures. MFCs convert chemical energy in
organic compounds to electrical energy through catalytic reactions of microorganisms
[Allen1993; Logan2006; Du2007]. They have been envisioned as one of promising green
energy sources for sustainable sensing applications [Chen2011]. The advantage of using
MFCs as power sources is that they can be seamlessly deployed in natural environments
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and civil infrastructures as they do not need to be exposed as the solar panels or wind
turbines, making them more applicable for pervasive deployment and less susceptible to
damages. Figure 1.1 shows a sustainable monitoring infrastructure with MFC-powered
wireless sensor networks.
Unfortunately, due to MFCs’ high internal resistance and low voltage/power
output, MFCs are unable to directly drive most commercial electronic devices
[Yang2012]. Various attempts, such as serial stacking and DC (direct current)-DC
boosting have been made to increase the MFCs voltage. Serial stacking of MFCs has
been proved difficult or ineffective [Meehan2011] to implement in open water
environments and may lead to even lower outputs due to voltage reversal [Oh2007].
Using a DC-DC converter to boost the output voltage is a very common approach;
however, it is not applicable to MFCs since the MFC output is too low to directly drive
the DC-DC converter. In addition, enough energy should also be stored to power the load
after the DC-DC converter boosting voltage is achieved [Meehan2011]. As so, a power
management system (PMS) is usually required to interface the MFC with the load. The
PMS for MFC should be able to raise the voltage to a certain level and accumulate
enough power to drive the load intermittently. Pilot studies so far have only managed to
demonstrate transmission over one wireless link instead of a network with multiple nodes
[Yang2012; Donovan2011].
There is need for designing new PMSs to maximally harvest energy from MFCs.
Moreover, despite the wealth of wireless sensor network literature, MFCs present very
different and challenging charging properties that are beyond the typical assumptions in
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the state of the art. For example, the long and highly variable charging time of MFCbased sensor nodes would challenge the feasibility of any existing duty cycling based
communications protocols [Ye2004; Polastre2004; Fafoutis2011]; neighboring nodes
might never be able to wake up at a common time to initiate communications. There is
need to design protocols that are made aware of the energy source’s charging properties
and regulate their communication strategies in structured ways that can guarantee
communication success for such systems to be even considered practical.

1.3 Wireless Sensor Network in Environmental Applications
Beside communication reliability and sustainability, another challenge that most
WSNs need to address is network architecture design. Wireless infrastructure design
process and architecture can be complex if the system is aimed at monitoring different
types of environments. Therefore, well-designed network architecture is critical for
fulfilling such requirements [Pakzad2008].
The emergence of wireless mesh networking (WMN) as a supporting
infrastructure for sensing networks provides promise to meet the challenges in
environmental monitoring network architecture design as it provides flexibility while
offering cost-effective solutions. In general, wireless mesh networks consists of three
types of nodes: Internet gateways, mesh nodes (also simply known as nodes), and mesh
clients. It should be noted that a physical node might function as an Internet gateway and
mesh node at the same time. Mesh clients are usually wireless sensors that collect and
transmit local environmental data to mesh nodes. Mesh nodes communicate with each
other in a multi-path and multi-hop fashion via the wireless links to form the backbone of
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the infrastructure and relay information packets collected by mesh clients. The network
coverage is adjustable by controlling the number of mesh nodes. The mesh backbone can
be built using different types of radio technologies. Lastly, the Internet gateway is an
Internet connected device responsible for routing all the information packets to a remote
server. WMNs provide a cost-effective way to deploy a network and offer services such
as Internet connectivity.
Prior work has focused on finding optimal throughput paths in WMNs
[Gungor2006; Jain2003] and to this end, various routing metrics such as ETX
[Couto2003] and ETT [Draves2004] have been proposed. Typical shortest path routing
using hop-count or any of the above metrics can lead to load imbalance and because these
metrics are load-agnostic, shortest path routing can lead to situations where some Internet
gateways or mesh nodes are overloaded while others are under-utilized. Imbalanced loads
and inefficient use of network capacity can lead to throughput degradation. Therefore, a
routing protocol is essential to utilize all available paths to the destination and prevent
overloading certain nodes in the network. To maintain network utilization while
preserving fairness requirements, an efficient routing scheme is critical.
To address this need, this dissertation presents a simple and effective routing
scheme based on multi-tier wireless infrastructure. The new network architecture is able
to manipulate real-time data flow paths based on link information. To validate the new
routing scheme, simulation tools and a special-designed wireless network system are
introduced to showcase the improved performance. The architecture and protocol design
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presented in this dissertation can serve as a useful and pragmatic wireless monitoring
framework with centralized control.

1.4 Dissertation Scope and Overview
This dissertation is aimed to 1) understand reliable wireless sensor data
transmission performance under fast-changing but repetitive mobile conditions, 2)
present an energy neutral communication protocol based on the underlying ultra-low and
dynamic charging capability of Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs), so that such systems can be
pervasively deployed and sustainably operated, and 3) study a complete operational
wireless system to learn the potential benefits of centralized routing control.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews background and
related work on the three challenges that need to be addressed to better understand
practical applications of various monitoring WSNs. Chapter 3 addresses the first
challenge—communication reliability. Reliability control methods, their performance
estimation models and experimental validations are studied and discussed. Chapter 4
addresses the second challenge—operation with low and dynamic power sources. MFCs’
output properties are systematically evaluated to serve as the basis for the sustainable
network communication protocol design. Chapter 5 addresses the third challenge—
routing protocol in multi-tier network architecture. How to provide realistic routing
within wireless mesh infrastructure is the focus. The dissertation summarizes in Chapter
6 with suggestions on future work.
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CHAPTER TWO
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter studies wireless sensor network by reviewing three major challenges
when implementing reliable and sustainable wireless sensor data transmission: 1)
communication reliability, 2) operation with extremely low and dynamic power sources,
and 3) multi-tier network architecture.

2.1 Communication Reliability
This section reviews wireless sensor communication performance, wireless
channel modeling, and reliability control methods in industrial monitoring applications.

2.1.1 Wireless Data Transmission in Industrial Monitoring
Wireless communication in industrial monitoring is long known to be difficult
ever since wireless radios were used in such environments. The extent a radio can tolerate
radio propagation effects depends on its circuitry and protocol features. To achieve low
cost, IEEE 802.15.4 radios rely on the spread spectrum modulation to provide some
inherent tolerance to multipath effects. Radio signals are prone to blockage, multipath
fading due to stationary or moving metallic structures near the communicating devices,
and radio interferences from machinery and other sources [Rappaport1989]. This brings
some challenges for reliable data transmission under harsh industrial environments. For
industrial monitoring, throughput and timeliness for transmitting the sensed data are two
key performance metrics. For sensor radios, early field tests have revealed that, in
industrial settings, multipath propagation, structure obstruction and interferences caused
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location-dependent,

channel-specific,

and

time-varying

communication

errors

[Tang2010].
In [Werb2005], the authors conducted measurements in a machine room and a
compressor house, using six IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radios to measure received signal
power and packet loss rate between any two radios. Their results revealed that the
received signal power and the packet loss rate were both channel-dependent. Using IEEE
802.15.4-compliant radios, Tang et al. presented an experimental study in a university
machine shop to measure radio strength and PER to evaluate potential factors for wireless
communications, such as distance, stationary and moving obstacles [Tang2006]. In
[Tang2007], the same sensor radios were utilized for extensive measurements following a
fine grid of locations in a machine shop to investigate the spatial and temporal
characteristics of radio channels. In [Tang2012], IEEE 802.15.4 sensor-based
measurements were conducted to investigate the effect of stationary and moving forklift
on the data transmission performance of wireless sensors. These works confirmed the
received power’s complex dependency on multipath effects and blocking caused by the
surrounding structures.
Other standardized wireless technologies, such as Wi-Fi/IEEE 802.11 and
Bluetooth/IEEE

802.15.1,

have

also

been

assessed

previously

[Vohra2012;

Nagaonkar2013]. While mature techniques could have been utilized to combat these
issues, the simplistic design philosophy of sensor radios has precluded many such options
that involve more complex circuitry and higher costs. Given such constraints, sensor
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radios may not guarantee network connectivity and error-free communications at all
times and locations.

2.1.2 Wireless Channel Modeling and Reliability Control Methods
As reviewed by the previous section, the root cause for data communication in
sensor networks to be unreliable is the low signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)
at the receiver end due to path loss and signal multipath propagation [Goyal2010;
Genender2010]. Wireless channel usually refers to the medium between the transmitting
and the receiving antenna, the characteristics of wireless signal changes as it travels from
transmitter to receiver. These characteristics depend upon the distance between two
nodes, the path(s) taken by the signal, and the environment (building and other objects)
around the path.
In traditional channel characterization based on statistical models, the profile of
received signal can be obtained from that of the transmitted signal if we have a model of
the medium between the two. The power profile of the received signal is usually
calculated by convolving the power profile of the transmitted signal with the impulse
response of the channel. How to accurately measure the impulse response of wireless
channels has been a challenge in most wireless communication systems due to the
complex measuring process, not to mention that most of the channel conditions are timevariant. Some works solve the problem by adopting empirical models, e.g. the Friis
equation, some works investigate the path loss and the root mean square delay spread of
the RF signal [Luo2009]. But these models immediately fail to work in underground or
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underwater environments. There is a need for simple and basic mathematical models to
capture the key characteristics of the specific channel environment.
Besides channel models, transmission protocol is another aspect for improving
data transmission performance. A straightforward method to increase SINR and thus
increase data throughput is to increase sender’s transmit power. The success of avoiding
errors by increasing the transmit power suggests that reliable communication can be
assured if the minimum required transmit power can be accurately estimated for the
sensor location under different conditions. However, the associated time delay and
energy consumption during transmit power control process are not desirable in most
industrial monitoring applications, especially for those with tight sensor energy
constraints.
A classic technique to improve the reliability of data transmission provided by
WSN is to increase the redundancy, by either waiting for reports from multiple
neighboring sensor motes (spatial redundancy) [Quan2006; Fink2012], by waiting for
acknowledgements from the recipient sensor mote (temporal redundancy) [Schmidt2009;
Antonopoulos2013], or by including alternative checking data like parity bits in innetwork messages (information redundancy) [Schmidt2009; Naderi2012; Guo2012]. For
example, channel-coding method computes encoded forms of the data packets at the
transmitter such that the receiver can correctly decode them even in the presence of a
number of error bits caused during transmission. Typical encode and decode operations
are computationally costly. Channel coding methods in essence inject redundancy into
transmitted packets in encoded forms. When coding methods are infeasible or
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undesirable, simpler forms of redundancy can be achieved by simply transmitting
multiple copies of the same packet; Automatic repeat request (ARQ) is one such method
that relies on receiver acknowledgement to request on demand retransmission of the
packet. The simpler computation leads to more bits transmitted than channel coding
schemes. Studies have also considered hybrid ARQ schemes, which essentially combine
channel coding and ARQ to overcome their individual drawbacks [Tang2009a; Wu2010];
nevertheless, there remain tradeoffs between energy consumption and data transmission
error rate. Another form of transmission redundancy can be achieved with adding
multiple groups of relay radios between the transmitter and receiver to forward packets in
multiple disjoint relay paths that have independent channel characteristics [Quan2006].
If the channel condition can be known, errors can be reduced by allowing the
radio to transmit only when the channel is in a good state, which is referred as error
avoidance method. In [Deb2001], good and bad channel periods are defined based on
transmission error rates being lower or higher than a specified threshold. The work
modeled the radio link as a Markov random channel, such that the channel state can be
predicted based on prior transmission success history with a statistical Markov model.
For the Markov random channel, the error avoidance method yielded 40% to 50%
throughput improvement. The model, however, cannot be applied to deterministic
channels observed by wireless sensors on rotating structures [Wang2009]. Instead, based
on the fact that channel variation on rotating structures is periodical and deterministic,
good and bad channel periods can be modeled with a deterministic model. Furthermore,
as we speed up and scale up the pervasive deployment of monitoring systems into our
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critical infrastructures and environment, assuring the sustainability of such systems is an
utmost important problem. Many studies utilize renewable energy sources for wireless
sensor systems [Hasenfratz2010; Yang2012]. However, energy sources such as solar cells
and wind turbine are usually not accessible in many industrial-monitoring environments.
The energy consumption problem needs to be solved from system level, that is, the
transmission protocols developed from the system models needs to improve throughput
without trading off too much energy efficiency. This is another challenge that most
existing works fail to address.
In this dissertation, the focus is on identifying challenges of improving wireless
transmission performance in a manufacturing monitoring WSN, which is exposed to
harsh environments with special wireless channel properties. Specific communication
reliability strategies need to be applied. Moreover, it is of crucial importance that
performance of these strategies under deterministic harsh radio channel conditions be
properly modeled to assess a sensing system’s data transmission. However, there are no
such existing analytical channel and performance models that consider the typical
systems explored in this dissertation.

2.2 Operation with Low and Dynamic Power Sources
In this section, existing microbial fuel cell (MFC) and its power management
system (PMS) designs are firstly introduced. The section then focuses on reviewing
energy efficient network communication protocol designs.
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2.2.1 Microbial Fuel Cell and Power Management System
Wireless sensor networks consist of multiple small and inexpensive devices that
can sense, measure, and gather information from the environment. More and more WSNs
are harvesting energy from the environments to provide sustainable network operation.
PMS, an electronic system aiming to adjust voltage or power, is widely used with various
energy harvesting systems with a low-power output. Such energy harvesting systems
include MFC, small-size solar cells, and vibration and thermal energy generators, to
name a few. A functional PMS should be able to boost a low-voltage input to a highvoltage output to drive commercial electronic devices such as 3.3V for wireless data
transmission applications, continuously or intermittently. While commercial DC/DC
converters are available for use, most of them are designed to regulate charging at
significantly higher currents rather than a few mA currents harvested from low-power
energy sources such as MFC. Furthermore, they are inefficient, if still operable, under
such low currents.
Usually, rechargeable batteries and super-capacitors are typical devices used in
energy harvesting systems to power the sensor nodes [Shantaram2005; Donovan2008;
Meehan2011]. Compared with super-capacitor, rechargeable battery has a higher energy
density and lower self-discharge rate. However, many energy harvesting systems don’t
need high energy density devices, and self-discharge rate will not affect the performance
of energy harvesting systems too much once the energy storage device is fully charged.
Instead, super-capacitor is especially suitable for applications where a large amount of
power is often needed for fractions of a second to several minutes, which is the case of
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MFC-based applications. The charging voltage of super-capacitor can also be
continuously set to meet the optimal rectifier voltage requirement of energy harvesting
systems [Buchmann2001]. What is more, a super-capacitor has a longer lifetime than that
of a rechargeable battery [Buchmann2001]. A super-capacitor has become a more
widely-used energy storage device in energy harvesting systems.
As frequent recharging of these super-capacitors becomes a significant
maintenance burden in WSN, the scavenging of energy from environment has been
actively researched to provide possible solutions to resolve this problem. How to harvest
energy efficiently from environment and make WSNs work reliably in low and
discontinuous energy powered condition has emerged as recurring themes in WSN
research. In this dissertation, when capacitors are used as energy storage devices, the
output power and duty cycle of PMS are affected by the capacity of capacitors
[Dewan2010]. Determining the optimal capacitance of energy storage capacitors for
MFC applications has been of great interest in order to maximize the usable MFC output
power for a given duration. Once a PMS circuit is selected, the PMS performance is
largely determined by the selection of associated super-capacitors. The optimization of
super-capacitors

has

usually

been

conducted

through

laborious

experimental

investigations [Dewan2010], which is effective but time-consuming. There are numerous
studies on optimizing the charging process of super-capacitors [Peretz2009]; however,
most of these optimization methods need additional circuits or devices to manage the
charging process, which is not feasible for MFC due to the low power output of MFC. An
effective and efficient optimization approach is of great need to optimize the PMS
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performance, which is also the subject of this work. It should be noted that the
comprehensive study of the MFC PMS output performance serves as the basis of the
sustainable network communication protocol design with nodes powered by MFCs.

2.2.2 Energy Efficient Communication Protocols
Due to the varying and extremely low power supply, the nodes of WSNs must
work in a discontinuous duty-cycling mode. The ideal picture is that nodes wake up when
transmitting data and sleep if no data transmission needed. How to determine the dutycycling protocol is a significant effective actor for the performance of WSNs. While
topology control based duty cycling protocols are favored in certain cases, the knowledge
of network topology (location driven) is usually not available for all the nodes and the
vast energy consumption of coordinators (coordinator driven) makes it even impossible
for ultra-low power devices such as MFCs. The major energy components of a wireless
sensor include: CPU, listening, transmission, receiving, sleeping and sensing energy. The
major sources of sensor node energy waste are packet collisions, idle listing, overhearing
and overhead. Therefore, low power design for wireless sensor networks must be
accounted for device design, communication protocols, and sensing algorithms. Most
wireless sensor devices today adopt IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant radios
[IEEE2003]. One important provision in the standard is the definition of a “sleep mode”
that allows power saving by selectively turning off the radio. Radio chipset vendors can
provide more than one sleep mode levels. For example, the Texas Instrument CC2420
radio [CC2420] features four different low power levels that incrementally turn off the
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radio, the processor/clock, and finally the entire chip. Table 2.1 summarizes the power
consumption of these sleep modes and the normal operating mode.
Table 2.1: CC2420 operation modes
CC2420 Modes

Referred as in Chapter 4 Power

Off Components

TX

Probe transmitting (PB)

57 mW

All on

RX

Idle listening (IL)

62 mW

All on

IDLE

Power down (PD)

1.4 mW

Radio off

Power down

Deep sleep (DS)

66 µW

Radio, CPU/crystal off

0.066 µW

All off

OFF

Medium access control is one category of the approaches that have a great impact
on the performance of WSNs where the limited resources need to be shared in an
efficient and effective manner. In [Yoshida2011], probabilistic retransmission protocol
was proposed to improve transmission reliability in sensor networks by having each node
calculating the probability of receiving a packet based on its own operating time.
However, this type of probabilistic data collection protocol is only useful in dense
wireless sensor networks. For most WSNs, transmitters and receivers need to negotiate
certain timing protocols to provide reliable and energy-efficient data transmission.
Synchronized methods such as TDMA based MAC protocols and WiseMAC
[Hoiydi2004] provide energy efficient network performance by assigning different time
frames for node transmitting/receiving and node sleeping, but synchronized wireless
sensor networks are usually difficult to implement, especially with limited energy source.
Therefore, MAC protocols such as B-MAC [Polastre2004], S-MAC [Dam2003],
SpeckMAC [Wong2006] and On-Demand MAC [Fafoutis2011], etc. were proposed to
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deal with non-synchronized wireless sensor networks, where reliable system performance
was demonstrated in their specific environments.
Table 2.2: Drawbacks of low power WSN communication protocols

Duty
cycling

Protocol category
Location
Topology
driven
control
Coordinator
driven
On-demand
Power
Scheduled
consumption Asynchronous
control
Contentionbased

Drawbacks
Topology knowledge or neighbor
information is required.
Coordinators are energy-consuming and
how to choose coordinators fairly is a
challenging problem.
Wakeup radio needed.
Strict time synchronization.
Energy waste on idle listening.
Backoff schemes with energy waste on
ACKs and retransmissions

Beside the link-layer MAC protocols, scheduling policies are also critical to
sensor network performance. In [Pantelidou2008; Joeph2009; Khouzani2011], joint
power control, scheduling and routing polices were proposed for networks with multiple
transmitters, where linear/nonlinear programming problems were formulated to solve for
optimal nodes’ sleep/wake-up strategies. There are some other studies that formulated
abstracted resource allocation problems to analyze the stability and capacity of renewable
energy networks [Moser2010]. The sensing applications can also adopt algorithms that
retrieve data from “just enough” sensor nodes to minimize unnecessary redundancy,
provided that the total number of deployed nodes is denser than the needed resolution of
the monitored physical field [Audet2011]. Table 2.2 categorizes the drawbacks of current
low power discontinuous wireless sensor network communication protocols.
There remains a major knowledge gap to realize such systems in practice. In
particular, existing protocol solutions based on heuristics have not provided a structured
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paradigm for assessing and assuring the sustainable network operation. The purpose of
this part of research is to introduce a sustainable protocol for WSNs powered by
extremely low and dynamic energy supplies, and present duty cycle modeling for the
proposed protocol to offer guidance for practical system design.

2.3 Multi-tier Network Architecture
In general, wireless sensor network architecture consists of three major parts: data
acquisition, data transmission and data analysis. The focus of this part of dissertation is
data transmission, which involves relaying data to remote servers across a wireless transit
system. In this section, network architectures for remote monitoring and efficient routing
strategies in wireless mesh network are reviewed.

2.3.1 Network Architecture for Remote Monitoring
Existing wireless systems often use a star topology with a single base station; the
base station in turn provides communicating with multiple sensors over long-range data
links [Wark2007; Werner2005]. More detailed reviews of wireless data transmission
networks for remote environmental monitoring can be found in [Rogan2004;
Glasgow2004]. These networks share a similar architecture, comprising a data acquisition
unit that collects information from the environment and a server unit that receives data
over a communication link. Therefore, coverage scalability is the main issue for such
monitoring systems. It should be noted that one of the most important characteristics that
differentiates existing systems is the distance between the data acquisition units and the
server unit. Several studies describe monitoring systems focused on indoor, short-range
monitoring [Zhou2007; Junnila2010]; others describe monitoring and control systems for
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civil telemetry applications [Ciubotaru2006; Pines1998]—still relatively small in scale
monitoring compared to large-scale, wide area environmental monitoring programs. The
designs used in these systems are not readily applied in remote environmental monitoring
systems, as the strategies for designing long-range communication systems are
significantly different [Celandroni2013]. Most existing long-range monitoring systems
adopt satellite communication systems for reliable packet transmission [Cardell2004]
[Xue2010]. A detailed review of such systems can be found in [Celandroni2013]. While
satellite communication is a suitable strategy due to the large covered area it supports and
the reliable communication performance it provides, deploying satellite base stations is
not scalable; the base stations are cumbersome and costly. Therefore, wireless mesh
network is largely used for remote monitoring purposes as 1) its system is kept simple to
avoid the complexity of developing and managing wireless infrastructure solutions for
different applications; 2) its multi-tier network architecture provides flexibility for using
different radio technologies to implement data uplink transit. Energy efficient routing
protocol for wireless mesh network is the research focus in this section.

2.3.2 Routing in Wireless Mesh Network
There are a significant number of research works that focus on management of
WMNs and numerous routing algorithms have been proposed [Baumann2008;
Singh2011]. Some of the routing schemes for wireless networks with monitoring are
focused on specific environments, whose typical objective is to maintain communication
links between mobile stations. Providing reliable connectivity, however, is not sufficient
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for most WMNs as mesh network users demand more services and sustainable network
operation.
Other routing schemes have been proposed to maximize throughput in WMNs
and are generally divided into proactive routing, reactive routing and hybrid routing
[Rao2011]. These protocols increase the bandwidth allocation of individual mesh nodes
and typically achieve high overall network utilization. However, they do not consider the
issue of fairness and mesh nodes that are several hops away from the Internet gateway
may suffer from a decrease in bandwidth. One way to improve mesh network
performance in WMNs is to exploit multiple channels by adding more radios to a single
mesh node. Kyasanur et al. investigated the network capacity region on random multihop, multi-radio, and multi- channel wireless networks [Kyasanur2005], while Li et al.
studied a similar problem with more complex interference model [Li2008]. However,
adding more radios involves additional hardware, an unviable option in many practical
monitoring site deployments.
Additionally, studies are conducted on joint channel assignment and routing
[Alicherry2005], joint routing and link scheduling [Joseph2009], and throughput optimal
MAC designs [Rad2007]. In [Yang2005], a novel routing scheme for interference-aware
load balancing in WMNs was proposed by formulating a theoretical load-balancing
problem. While all these works provide valuable insight on the design of routing
protocols for optimal mesh network performance, their protocol implementations and
analysis are based on theoretical calculations or simulations and lack a demonstration in a
real-world application. Other works propose techniques to balance the network traffic
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load [Kashanaki2012; Panicker2013]. These solutions require the exchange of network
load information between Internet gateways using distributed algorithms to sending
notification packets to some sources, increasing overhead traffic in the network.
Moreover, only the traffic going through Internet gateways are considered and balanced
in these works, neglecting the fairness issues with regard to the network’s mesh nodes.
Furthermore, some studies exploit the advantage of multi-path routing. In
[Jain2003] the authors consider the problem of optimal multi-path routing and a similar
problem is addressed in [Kodialam2003]. This study deals with the joint problem of
routing and scheduling of multi- path flows and assumes that each wireless station is
equipped with a single radio and that the stations use orthogonal channels to avoid
interference. These studies have shown that multi-path routing maximizes overall traffic
flow while providing fair service and bandwidth guarantees. However, these methods
face difficulties in flow management, since the single flow between each source and
destination pair may be divided into multiple small flows to multiple routes and thus
packets may arrive out of order. Managing a large number of small flows in traditional
routers and maintaining the order of the packets at the aggregation point is not a
pragmatic approach. They also generate additional communication and computation
overhead on the network nodes [Ganjali2004]. It should be also noted that in
[Ganjali2004], the authors claim that, in practice, the load distribution obtained by multipath routing is essentially similar to the single path routing, unless a very large number of
paths are used (which is not practically feasible). Table 2.3 summarizes the different
routing protocols for wireless sensor network.
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Table 2.3: Routing protocols for wireless sensor network
Routing
Scheme

Protocol

Characteristics Advantage Disadvantage

Complexity Prototype

Reactive
routing

Ad-Hoc Ondemand Distance
Vector Routing
Protocol;
TemporallyOrdered Routing
Algorithm
routing protocol;
Load-Balancing
Curveball
Routing
OLSR; Link
Quality Source
Routing; Witness
Aided Routing

Routes established on
demand

The connection
setup delay is
lower

Intermediate nodes
may have stale
entries

It varies by
protocol.
Optimization
complexity
increases
exponentially
with number of
established
routes

Distance
vector routing
is largely used
in traditional
wired
network; other
protocols are
based on ns2
simulations

Routes to all
destinations within the
network are known
and maintained before
use

There is no
route discovery
delay associated
with finding a
new route

It uses power and
network resources in
order to propagate
data about possibly
unused routes

Simple. They
work with
thousands of
nodes with very
little CPU power
on 200 MHz
embedded
devices.

Location-Aided
Routing protocol;
Distance Routing
Effect Algorithm
for Mobility;
Blind
Geographic
Routing
Cluster Based
Routing
Protocol; Core
Extraction
Distributed AdHoc Routing;
Dynamic
Address Routing
Various
multichannel
routing protocols

Utilize location
information for
forwarding in large
mesh networks

Quick route
discovery

Accurate location
information is needed

Simple. Involve
route request,
route reply, and
route error
packets

Link state
routing is
largely used in
traditional
wired
network; other
protocols are
based on ns2
simulations
Simulations
and some
GPS-enabled
testbeds

Divide network into
clusters and perform
routing for better
scalability

Easy to
configure on
large networks
and is more
intuitive at
selecting the
best route

Cluster head
consumes more
power; how to select
cluster head is a
challenge

It varies.
Additional
resource is
needed for
cluster head

Simulations
and some
IEEE802.15.4
based testbeds

Utilize multiple
channels to increase
throughput and find
better routes

Increased
throughput and
more prone to
interferences

Additional hardware;
It needs to consider
channel assignment
constraints and
switching cost

Only
simulations

Multi-path
routing

Split Multi-path
Routing; Ondemand Multipath Routing;
Routing Ondemand Acyclic
Multi-path

Simultaneous, parallel
transport over multiple
carriers

Better
utilization of
available
bandwidth by
creating
multiple active
transmission
queues

Moving to the
alternative path will
incur a potentially
disruptive period
during which the
connection is reestablished

Multi-cast
routing

On-Demand
AssociativityBased Multi-cast;
Ad-Hoc QoS
Multi-cast;
Content Based
Multi-cast

The router generates a
routing table with the
multicast group of
which it has
knowledge with
corresponding
distances. When a
multicast packet is

Easy to share
information
between routers
to facilitate the
transportation
of IP multicast
packets among
networks

Periodic reflooding
necessary to detect
new hosts

Number of
neighbors n;
number of
channels Ch;
Then local time
complexity is
O(n*Ch)
Must perform
iterative linear
programming
process.
Complexity
grows
exponentially
with available
paths
Simple

Proactive
routing

Geographic
routing

Hierarchical
routing

Multi-radio
and multichannel
routing
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Most
simulations;
some
alternative
TCP enabled
wireless
testbeds

Most used in
traditional
Internet
backbone
network

Centralized
routing

Centralized QoS
scheduling;
Centralized
channel
assignment and
routing; Logic
based distributed
routing

received by a router, it
is forwarded by the
router's interfaces
specified in the routing
table.
Controller calculates
optimal routes

Easy for mesh
nodes to setup
optimal routes

Implementation
complexity in
controller

Simple at mesh
nodes

Only
simulations

From Table 2.3, it can be seen that the challenges of designing realistic routing
protocols for WMN infrastructures in environmental monitoring lie in: 1) Simplified
mesh node, rendering the feasibility of multi-radio routing protocols and other protocols
with high computational overhead. 2) Assumptions of accurate node locations, which are
not available in most remote monitoring applications. 3) Assumptions of multi-path
packet traffic, but most of existing works failed to provide pragmatic solutions. Lack of
prototype demonstrations in existing works raises the demand for simple protocol
implementations. Therefore, a simple wireless infrastructure and efficient routing scheme
are needed.

2.4 Challenges
The research objectives of this dissertation are: 1) understanding reliable wireless
sensor data transmission performance under fast-changing but repetitive mobile
conditions, 2) presenting an energy neutral communication protocol based on the
underlying ultra-low and dynamic charging capability of energy harvesting devices, and
3) studying a multi-tier architecture that provides efficient and realistic routing, To
achieve these objectives, wireless sensor network design problem needs to address
various challenges: modeling of wireless channels, performance modeling of reliable data
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transmission, the engineering of new network protocols for sustainable energy neutral
operation, and the realistic design of centralized routing protocol in multi-tier wireless
network. In particular, this research work addresses:
1. How to design reliability control methods, and present analytical wireless channel
models and data transmission performance models under harsh and dynamic
wireless environments.
2. How to design network protocols that provide sustainable sensing for wireless
sensors powered by low and dynamic energy sources and how can the proposed
network protocol support sustainable communication performance.
3. How to design efficient and realistic routing protocol within the multi-tier
wireless network architecture.
4. How to design and conduct testbed-based experimental studies given the proposed
protocols.
The ultimate goal of this research is to conduct studies on designing reliable and
sustainable wireless sensor networks. To account for realistic operating conditions, the
studies will implement three distinct WSN testbeds: a WSN attached to the high-speed
rotating spindle of a turning lathe, a WSN powered by a microbial fuel cell based energy
harvesting system, and a WSN with a multi-tier network architecture. With each testbed,
models and protocols are extracted, verified and analyzed.
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CHAPTER THREE
3 SENSOR DATA TRANSMISSION MODELING AND
PREDICTING WITH RELIABLE COMMUNICATION
STRATEGIES
Wireless sensors have various applications such as smart cities, smart
environment monitoring and industrial control. However, before industrial or
environmental monitoring can take place, it is vital that the communication among
sensors be reliable and dependable. Hence, there are needs to identify individual channel
environments for specific wireless sensor network applications and improve data
transmission performance in terms of throughput and energy efficiency.
In this chapter, a novel protocol selection process for wireless data transmission
considering sensor locations and deterministic channel properties is introduced. Two of
the most widely-used protocols to improve communication reliability--ARQ and error
avoidance are studied due to their implementation simplicity and better performance
under the special channel properties, respectively. A novel link characterization method
based on surface roughness is adopted to compare and analyze performance
improvements.

3.1 Wireless Data Transmission Performance Modeling Framework
The proposed wireless data transmission performance modeling framework is
composed of three parts: 1) model constraints, 2) model metrics, and 3) model
parameters. Model constraints include channel environment, communication system, and
energy consumption. In this work, data transmission performance is measured by two
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important metrics: throughput and energy efficiency. For specific channel environments,
the channel parameters of mathematical model contain location dependent information
that can be used to predict performance. In this section, model metrics and channel
parameters for deterministic environments are firstly presented. A novel channel
characterization method based on surface roughness parameters is then introduced.
Surface roughness is used to characterize the shape of the error profile for a specific
wireless channel. Furthermore, data transmission performance is improved by the
protocol parameters that are developed from the deterministic channel information. It’s
worth noting that the protocol parameters should be protocol specific. Figure 3.1
illustrates the diagram of the modeling framework.
Constraints

Metrics

Channel environment
Communication system

Parameters
Channel parameters

Performance model:
throughput, energy efficiency
Protocol parameters

Energy consumption

Figure 3.1: Wireless sensor data transmission performance modeling framework

3.1.1 Model Metrics
The most important metrics used for measuring wireless system performance are
throughput and energy efficiency. In wireless data communication, throughput and
energy efficiency heavily depend on the transmitter’s transmission timing pattern. Many
sensor systems report sensor data at a constant rate, while there are other systems aiming
at transmitting as much data as possible in a short time so that the wireless channel is
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nearly saturated. In this section, two types of most widely-used wireless data transmission
schemes are considered: constant packet rate scheme and saturated scheme. Both
schemes are studied for throughput and energy efficiency metrics.
A. Throughput
Throughput is defined as the average rate of successful data transmission over the
wireless link. In a constant packet rate transmission scheme, the transmitter transmits one
packet in each packet interval. As long as all packets are eventually received successfully
within the packet interval, the throughput will be equal to S/I, where S is the packet size
in bits and I is the packet interval. On the other hand, if any packet transmission fails, the
throughput will degrade proportionally to the probability of such events. Let the
probability of any packet successfully completing transmission be defined as the average
successful delivery ratio (SDR), then the constant packet rate throughput must be
TPCPR =

S
SDR .
I

(3.1)

For the data transmission system to be stable and the throughput model to be
valid, the packet interval must be no shorter than the average time needed to successfully
complete a packet’s transmission. Otherwise, the transmitter can become persistently
backlogged and achieve only the saturated throughput. When transmitting in saturation,
throughput equals to the ratio of packet size S to the average time Tave for the receiver to
receive a packet successfully. For example, if retransmission is permitted, Tave is the time
needed to complete the average number of transmission attempts until it is received
successfully. The saturated throughput is calculated as
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TPSaturated =

S
.
Tave

(3.2)

B. Energy Efficiency
For modeling energy efficiency, it is assumed in this dissertation that every packet
has the same size and each transmission takes equal energy. Energy efficiency is typically
measured as the average amount of successfully delivered information per unit of
consumed energy. Therefore, the energy efficiency can be defined as
Eff 

B
TP  t

 CT  CT

(3.3)

where B is the total successfully delivered information; μ is one unit of consumed energy
for transmitting one packet, CT is the total packet transmission count needed to transmit
all data, hence μCT denotes the total consumed energy for completing all data
transmissions, which numerically equals to CT as μ is normalized to 1; t is the time
interval for the whole measurement; TP is the average throughput, which equals to B/t.
For constant packet rate and saturated transmission schemes, TP is equal to TPCPR and
TPSaturated, respectively.

3.1.2 Channel Parameters
For a general wireless communication channel, its error profile depends on
channel conditions at different locations where packets are transmitted. Therefore,
channel error profile is essential for deriving other channel parameters, such as surface
roughness parameters.
A. Channel Error Profile
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It is generally considered that the various bits of a same packet may experience
different channel conditions, therefore, the packet error sequence may include
consecutive error bursts and error-free bursts. It has been verified by many wireless
communication researches that bit error rate (BER) at a specified location is a function of
signal amplitude [He2013; Talha2011]. It is also shown that the wireless signal amplitude
at a certain location is affected by the constructive and destructive effects of multi-path
signals [Tang2010]. Both the throughput and energy efficiency depends on the wireless
link’s packet error rate (PER), which is a location-dependent property. Packet error rate
at any location θ, defined as the local packet error rate, depends on the local bit error rate
BER at location  for both static and moving systems.
While these findings explored the characteristics of an error profile from a
physical model point of view, the methodology is not straightforward to be applied for
various environments as determining the effects of multi-path wireless signals can be
tedious for most applications. However, the physical model findings also indicate that the
error profile of a wireless link has the following fundamental properties:
1) Error profile is location-dependent;
2) The shape of error profile has spatial characteristics, such as peaks and valleys.
B. Surface Roughness Parameters
Surface roughness, as a measure of surface textures, is of great importance for
various manufacturing and tribological applications, such as friction, contact
deformation, and positional accuracy. Generally, surface roughness is quantified by the
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vertical deviations of a real surface from its datum surface, and the surface profile R() is
used to characterize the shape of surfaces as follows
R ( )  f R [ h ( )]

(3.4)

where h() is the relative height of the surface at individual location . fR[·] is a given
function to characterize a certain feature of the surface texture. Depending on the
function being utilized, surface roughness parameters can be classified as amplitude,
spacing, and hybrid parameters [Gadelmawla2002].
Considering the spatial characteristics similarity between channel error and
surface roughness profiles, the approach of surface roughness characterization is
proposed to represent a physical communication link with deterministic channel property
between the transmitter and receiver by the shape of its error profile. The
characterization, which is based on surface roughness parameters, is used to capture the
spatial characteristics of an operating environment, such as error profile peaks, valleys,
and their spacing. In this dissertation, we introduce two important surface roughness
parameters, namely the amplitude and spacing parameters, to capture the key properties
of a wireless channel: amplitude and spacing parameters.
The amplitude parameter: arithmetic average height (Ra)
This parameter is defined as the average absolute deviation of the error profile
irregularities from the mean line over one sampling length as shown in Fig. 3.2. This
parameter is easy to define, easy to measure, and gives a good general description of
error profile height variations. The mathematical definition of the arithmetic average
height parameter is
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Ra 

1 l
1 l
y ( ) d   PER( ) d

0
l
l 0

(3.5)

where l is the sampling length, y is the error deviation and x is individual location. The
mean line is the line that divides the error profile so that the sum of the deviations of the
error profile height from it is equal to zero.

Figure 3.2: Definition of the arithmetic average height (Ra) [Gadelmawla2002]

The spacing parameter: mean spacing at mean line (Rs)
This parameter is defined as the mean spacing between error profile peaks at the
mean line and is denoted as Rs. The error profile peak is the highest point of the error
profile between upwards and downwards crossing the mean line. The spacing
measurement starts from the intersection of the downwards curve and mean line. It ends
at the intersection of the immediate upwards curve and mean line. The width of the
shaded regions in Fig. 3.3 shows an example of such measurements. This parameter can
be calculated from the following equation
Rs 

1 m
 Rs (i )    j , PER( j )  Pmean
m i 1

(3.6)

where m is the number of error profile peaks at the mean line. In some applications Rs can
be also calculated as the mean spacing at a selected line that is in parallel to the mean
line. For example, there are many environments where an error threshold is used to
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distinguish low and high error regions of a physical wireless link. It is straightforward to
1

calculate mean spacing based on the error threshold line, as the effects of low and high
0.9

0.8 into account using the alternated calculation.
error regions can be taken
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Figure 3.3: The spacing parameter: mean spacing at PER threshold line

In summary, using surface roughness to characterize the error profile has the
following advantages:
1. The characterization is easy to define, measure, and calculate. It provides
simple abstraction of an error profile.
2. The amplitude and spacing parameters provide key properties of an error
profile, such as error heights and low error regions. This characterization along with
performance models can be used together to easily identify what transmission protocol
should be adopted under certain wireless environments and how much performance
improvement it can provide.
3. Without using surface roughness parameterization, two things are needed to
select a transmission protocol: A) performance models with BER/PER profile as the
input, and B) performance comparison among all protocol candidates. It's usually
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complicated to derive performance models for different protocols. Fortunately, using the
approach of surface roughness characterization, transmission protocol decision can be
made based on the parameters extracted from the error profile. This process is simple and
deriving complex performance models to determine a transmission protocol is avoided
once we utilize this framework.
It is important to note that although the proposed channel characterization can be
applied to any wireless communication system with deterministic channels, the derivation
of the channel parameters is highly dependent on the specific communication protocol
and wireless environment. Mathematical derivation of the channel parameters will be
shown in the case study at following sections.

3.1.3 Protocol Parameters
To improve wireless data transmission performance, some link reliability
mechanisms (e.g. MAC layer automatic repeat request - ARQ) are used to significantly
reduce the end-to-end packet loss ratio [Wu2010]. With ARQ, the transmitter detects a
failed transmission when an acknowledgement packet is not received within an ACK
timeout period after it finishes transmitting a packet. Upon each failed transmission, the
ARQ function schedules an immediate retransmission. A single packet can be
retransmitted for a specified number of times, referred as the total transmission count
limit. If that packet still cannot be correctly received, the packet is discarded and a next
packet’s transmission is scheduled. ARQ is one of the transmission protocols that are
investigated in this work. It’s noted that ACK timeout period tack and total transmission
count limit N are two protocol parameters that will affect data transmission performance.
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It’s easy to notice that ARQ improves throughput at the cost of more
retransmissions, indicating more energy consumption. If intelligence is added into packet
retransmissions, throughput and energy efficiency can be improved at the same time.
Error avoidance, where transmitter avoids transmitting packets in a high-error region and
resumes transmission in the next feasible low-error region, is one of such “intelligent
retransmission” protocols. The error avoidance algorithm that will be investigated in this
work, has two phases: the training phase and the operational phase. In the training phase,
the transmitter transmits probe packets to the receiver so that it collects sufficient
transmission success and failure history to establish an error location profile. In the
operation phase, the transmitter avoids transmitting packets in high-error regions. It can
be seen that error avoidance is most suitable for moving-transmitter environment. Such
environment is widely available in many wireless sensor network applications, e.g.
rotating industrial monitoring systems. The low-error region threshold Th is the protocol
parameter, which will greatly affect data transmission performance.
After identifying the protocol parameters, channel parameters can be derived
based on specific channel conditions. The error profile of a wireless link is easily
measured or calculated. Surface roughness parameters are easily calculated using Eq.
(3.5) and (3.6). Data transmission performance in terms of throughput and energy
efficiency can be calculated using Eq. (3.1-3.3). Surface roughness parameters are then
combined with performance models to identify what transmission protocol should be
adopted under certain wireless environments and how much performance improvement it
can provide. It can be seen that this framework enables easy capture of the spatial
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characteristics of general wireless channels and provides easy guidance on protocol
parameter selection.

3.2 Throughput and Energy Efficiency Estimation Models
Previous section has shown how the simple framework can be used for
performance analysis. In this section, an example based on rotating machine use case and
detailed implementations of two reliable transmission control methods: ARQ and error
avoidance algorithms are presented. While these methods are not constrained to a specific
radio technology, their practical implementation must certainly be tailored to the target
platform’s radio technology and parameters. For accuracy and clarity of presentation,
descriptions in this dissertation assume the MICAz radio based on the IEEE 802.15.4
protocol [MICAz]. Throughput and energy efficiency estimation models under a specific
rotating structure environment are then discussed.

3.2.1 Reliable Transmission Control Methods
A. ARQ

Transmitter,
ACK
Enabled

Transmit
Packet

ACK Received?

Transmit
Next
Packet

Y

N

Transmitter

Retransmission
Count Limit
Reached?

Y

ARQ
N
Retransmit

Figure 3.4: Flowchart of implementing ARQ
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The ARQ implementation flowchart is shown in Figure 3.4. With ARQ, the
transmitter detects a failed transmission when an acknowledgement packet is not received
within an ACK timeout period tack after it finishes transmitting a packet. According to
[IEEE2003], tack = 54 symbol durations = 864 microseconds. Upon each failed
transmission, the ARQ function schedules an immediate retransmission. A single packet
can be retransmitted for a specified number of times, referred as the total transmission
count limit. If that packet still cannot be correctly received, the packet is discarded and a
next packet’s transmission is scheduled.
B. Error Avoidance
In error avoidance algorithm, the transmitter and receiver clocks are synchronized
prior to entering the training phase. In the training phase, the transmitter sends probe
packets continuously at a specified interval. Each probe packet carries an incrementing
sequence number, and the receiver records the timestamps of all received probe packets.
Since the probes are sent in fixed intervals, the receiver can detect lost probes by
detecting gaps in received probes’ sequence numbers and calculate lost packets’
timestamps by interpolation. Given the rotation speed, the received and lost probes’
timestamps can be mapped correspondingly to locations on the rotation circumference
with respect to a common origin determined as the transmitter location at the time when
the first probe is transmitted. Thus, a histogram of received and lost probes at all
locations around the circumference (i.e., the number of received and lost packets at each
location i on the circumference) can be created with a specified spatial resolution. Let the
histogram of received packets be HR(i), the histogram of lost packets be HL(i), for
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i=0°~360°, the corresponding packet error rate profile can be found as E(i)
=HL(i)/(HR(i)+HL(i)), for i=0°~360°.
Consider the example in Figure 3.5. Let the first probe’s received timestamp be t0
and the kth probe’s received timestamp be tk, the instantaneous location of the transmitter
at t0 can be defined as the reference origin for the packet error rate profile and the
transmitter may have travelled less than one round or more to reach the instantaneous
location at tk. It is therefore apparent that each time the training phase is repeated, the
reference origin is different, and the packet error rate profile must be interpreted on the
latest origin. If probe k is correctly received by the receiver, the transmitter instantaneous
location will be calculated as

i

[  (tk  t0 )]mod 360


(3.7)

where  is the degree resolution which equals to 1° in this case,  is the rotation speed
in degrees per second and the timestamps are in seconds.
Transmitter
Rotation direction

tk

[  (tk  t0 )]mod 360

Reference Origin

t0

Figure 3.5: Example of transmitter location calculation from probe timestamps
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On the other hand, if probe k is lost, its timestamp and location must be
determined using interpolation. Let probe m and n be the correctly received probes before
and after probe k, then probe k’s timestamp is

tk  tm 

(tm  tn )
 ( k  n)
( m  n)

(3.8)

and the corrsponding location can be found similarly as Eq. (3.7). With sufficient probes
observed at uniformly random locations, the histograms HL, HR, and thereby the packet
error rate profile E can be found. At the end of the training phase, the receiver identifies
all regions with packet error rates less than or equal to the specified threshold Th as lowerror regions. A list of the starting and ending positions of low-error regions LR and the
reference origin timestamp t0 are sent to the transmitter. Upon receiving this information,
the transmitter enters the operation phase and starts sending packets based on the error
avoidance algorithm.
Error avoidance and ARQ can be combined together, such that the transmitter
retransmits a packet when it detects a failure. Note that error regions are defined based on
a finite packet error rate threshold; transmission errors may still occur in a low-error
region. The combination can be done in two ways. If the retransmission occurs
immediately at the end of an ACK timeout, the method is referred to as partial error
avoidance. On the other hand, if the retransmission is also scheduled with the error
avoidance algorithm, the method is referred to as complete error avoidance.
In the operation phase, the transmitter avoids transmitting packets in high-error
regions. When the packet queue is not empty, the transmitter calculates its current
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location using its current clock time. A data transmission is permissible only when its
expected transmission duration does not overlap with any high error regions; otherwise,
the transmission will be delayed until the beginning of an earliest low error region that is
sufficient for the transmission to complete. If error avoidance is combined with ARQ,
either the partial error avoidance or complete error avoidance procedure will be incurred
to handle retransmissions.

3.2.2 Constant Packet Rate Models
In wireless data communication, throughput and energy efficiency heavily depend
on the transmitter’s transmission timing pattern. Many sensor systems report sensor data
at a constant rate, while there are other systems aiming at transmitting as much data as
possible in a short time so that the wireless channel is nearly saturated. In this chapter,
two types of most widely-used wireless data transmission schemes are considered:
constant packet rate scheme and saturated scheme. Both schemes are studied for
throughput and energy efficiency metrics.
In a constant packet rate transmission scheme, the transmitter transmits one
packet in each packet interval. With ARQ, if the first transmission of a packet fails, the
transmitter can retransmit it for up to N times until either it is correctly received or the
retransmission limit is reached. For the data transmission system to be stable and the
throughput model to be valid, the packet interval must be much longer than the average
time needed to successfully complete a packet’s transmission, including all necessary
retransmissions. Otherwise, the transmitter can become persistently backlogged and
achieve only the saturation throughput as derived in the next section.
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The throughput is derived based on the following observation: with constant
packet rate traffic, as long as all packets are eventually transmitted successfully with no
more than N-1 retransmission attempts, the throughput will be equal to S/I, where I is the
packet interval. On the other hand, if any packet can fail for N transmission attempts, the
throughput will degrade proportionally to the probability of such events. Let the
probability of any packet successfully completing transmission with no more than N
transmission attempts be defined as the average successful delivery ratio (SDR), then the
constant packet rate throughput must be
TPCPR ( S ,  , N ) 

S
SDR ( , N )
I

(3.9)

Note that SDR and, as a result, TP both depend on  and N. As the packet error
rate differs for different locations, the average successful delivery ratio, SDR(,N), must
be determined by accounting for the successful delivery ratio for individual locations. Let
SDRL(,,N) be defined as the local successful delivery ratio at location . This is the
probability for a packet being transmitted for the first time at location  to eventually
complete successfully after potentially a number of retransmissions. Assuming
transmissions can be initiated at any random location with a uniform probability,
360

SDR( , N )    SDRL  ,  , N  d
0

(3.10)

According to Eq. (3.3), energy efficiency is calculated based on throughput and
total transmission count. If a packet starts transmitting at location , the probability for
that packet to be successfully received after i times of transmissions is P,i , the local
mean transmission count for location  will be:
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N

CM , L ( ,  , N )   P ,i i

(3.11)

i 1

Assuming transmissions can be initiated at any random location with a uniform
probability, the mean transmission count for the rotation cycle is:
360

CM ( , N )    CM , L  ,  , N  d
0

(3.12)

Therefore, the energy efficiency can be expressed as:
Eff CPR ( S ,  , N ) 

TPAt TPCPR ( S ,  , N )t

CT
nP CM ( , N )

(3.13)

where n p denotes the total transmitted packets number.
With ARQ, the first transmission occurs at location ; the probability for it to fail
is the packet error rate for the location and let it be p1. If the first transmission fails, the
retransmission must take place at location ( + d) mod 360°, where mod is the modulo
operation which finds the remainder of division of one number by another, and d is the
transmitter’s traveled distance during Dcycle, the time it transmits one packet and waits for
its ACK to return or time out; ie., Dcycle= S/r+tack. Let the probability to fail for this
retransmission be p2. Hence, subsequent retransmissions, if needed, will take place at ( +
2d) mod 360°, ( + 3d) mod 360°, etc., and the resulting local successful delivery ratio
for a transmission starting at  is
SDRL ( )  (1  p1 )  p1 (1  p2 )  p1 p2 (1  p3 )  ()  p1 p2  p N 1 (1  p N )

(3.14)

where pi = PERL(( + (i-1)d) mod 360°,), i=1~N. It is thus apparent that for ARQ with
any given N,
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N

SDRL ( ,  , N )  1   PERL ((  (i  1)d ) mod 360,  )

(3.15)

i 1

Moreover, if successfully transmitting one packet takes only one transmission,
that probability will be:
P ,1  1  PERL ( ,  )

(3.16)

If it takes more than one transmission for that packet to be successfully received,
that means all the previous transmissions fails and only the last transmission succeeds.
Therefore, the following general form can be used to describe P,i:
1  PERL ( ,  ),
(i  1)


i

1
P ,i  


(1  PERL ((  (i  1)d )) mod 360 ,  )   PERL ((  ( k  1) d ) mod 360 ,  ), (1  i  N )
k 1


(3.17)

The complete error avoidance scheme uses the error avoidance algorithm to allow
each packet’s all transmission attempts to take place only in a low-error region that has
sufficient time for the transmission to complete in it. For a packet ready for its ith
transmission attempt, it must be delayed for ui degrees to start transmission in a low-error
region. Table 3.1 illustrates the deferral of each packet’s ready location. For 1≤j≤i, ui
can be found as:
i 1




 (   u j  (i  1)d  v) mod 360  LR  

j 1



ui  arg min 

i 1
v0



 w   0, Q  , (   u j  (i  1)d  v  w) mod 360  LR  
j 1



(3.18)

where Q is the transmitter’s traveled distance in degree during one packet transmission
time and LR = {θ | PERL(θ) ≤ Th}. The intuitive explanation for (3.18) is that a packet
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should be transmitted when it enters the nearest low error region and the remaining width
of the region is sufficient to fit in the packet.

Table 3.1: Derivation of packet ready location for complete error avoidance
Index

Packet Ready Location

Transmission Location

1



(  u1 ) mod 360

2

(  u1  d ) mod 360

(  u1  d  u2 ) mod 360

…

…
i

…

i 1

i

(   u j  (i  1)d ) mod 360

(   u j  (i  1)d ) mod 360

j 1

j 1

The local SDR for the complete error avoidance scheme can thus be expressed as
N

i

i 1

j 1

SDRL ( ,  , N )  1   PERL ((   u j  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )

(3.19)

The probability that takes i transmissions for a packet to be successfully received
is:

1  PERL ((  u1 ) mod 360 ,  ),
(i  1)

i

1
(3.20)
i
k
P ,i  


(1  PERL ((   u j  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )   PERL ((   u j  (k  1)d ) mod 360 ,  ), (1  i  N )
j 1
j 1
k 1


Note that partial error avoidance is a special case of complete error avoidance. In
partial error avoidance, only each packet’s first transmission attempt must take place in a
low-error region that has sufficient time for the transmission to complete in it while all
retransmissions will take place immediately. Therefore, replacing ui with u=u1 in Eq.
(3.18-3.20) leads to the SDRL and P,i expressions for partial error avoidance.
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3.2.3 Saturated Throughput Models
In a saturated throughput transmission scheme when packets are generated at an
interval shorter than the average successful completion time of a packet transmission
(average packet delay), the wireless link becomes saturated such that the transmitter
queue always has packets to send. If the packet interval is persistently shorter than the
average packet delay, a portion of packets will even be dropped due to a full queue. In
this section, an analytical model is derived to calculate saturated throughput and energy
efficiency with the three transmission schemes.
The wireless sensor radio (MICAz) used in this dissertation does not provide
back-to-back packet transmission; A T time is needed for the radio to initiate a new
packet transmission. T can be measured by experiments. Figure 3.6 shows the timing
relationship between Dcycle, tack and T . In this section, all the calculations are based on
IEEE 802.15.4 protocols.
Dcycle

Dcycle

S/r
Transmission
ID: n

S/r

tack

Retransmission

ID: n

S/r

tack

Retransmission

Retransmission

ID: n

ID: n

t ack

T

Transmission
ID: n+1

Time

Figure 3.6: Packet timing schematic

When transmitting in saturation, the average time for the receiver to receive a
packet successfully is the time needed to complete the average number of transmission
attempts until it is received successfully. Generally, if a packet starts transmitting at
location , the probability for that packet to be successfully received after i times of
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transmissions is P,i, the time delay for i times of transmissions is T,i, then the average
delay for location  will be:
N

Delay ( ,  , N )   P ,iT ,i

(3.21)

i 1

Here N is the maximum transmission count limit. The overall average delay can
then be calculated in the following way:
360

Delay ( , N )Overall 



360

Delay ( ,  , N ) d 

0



0

N

( P ,iT ,i ) d

(3.22)

i 1

The saturated throughput is:
TPSaturated ( S ,  , N ) 

S
360

N

0

i 1

 ( P

(3.23)
T ) d

 ,i  ,i

Similar to Eq. (3.23), the saturated energy efficiency can be calculated as:
Eff Saturated ( S ,  , N ) 

TPAt TPSaturated ( S ,  , N )t

CT
nP CM ( , N )

(3.24)

The derivation for P,i is the same as Eq. (3.17) and (3.20). The following of this
section derives the forms of T,i for each scheme. In ARQ for i times of transmissions, the
time delay of successfully transmitting one packet beginning at a particular location  is:
T ,i  i (tack  S / r )  T

(3.25)

If using complete error avoidance, every transmission will first check whether it is
in a low-error region; if not, it will wait until it is in the nearest low-error region and then
transmit immediately. Hence besides the packet transmission time and ACK timeout,
additional time for finding the nearest low-error region is needed for each transmission
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attempt. Using the same notation shown in Eq. (3.18), the time delay of successfully
transmitting one packet for a particular location  is:
N

ui
 i (tack  S / r )  T
i 1 

T ,i  

(3.26)

Similarly, partial error avoidance is a special case of complete error avoidance,
hence Eq. (3.26) can be modified by having u=u1, in replace of ui.

3.3 Experimental Study
The constant packet rate and saturated models are validated with two
experimental rotating structure setups running error avoidance and ARQ algorithms on a
MICAz radio sensor. The following introduces the radio configuration, experimental
setups, procedures and model validation results.

3.3.1 Radio Configuration
It is assumed that the rotating system has no specialized mechanism to determine
the absolute position of the sensor at any time instant. The introduced approach addresses
this challenge by establishing a relative coordinate system based on periodic probing with
timestamps. The rotation speed is assumed to be readily available in most modern
rotational systems.
To achieve precise control of packet transmission time for an error avoidance
scheme, the radios adopt the IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon transmission mode with the
optional acknowledgement enabled, clear channel assessment (CCA) disabled, and
random backoff disabled. When error avoidance is employed, the transmitter and
receiver radios must be synchronized to determine the transmission time. In this
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dissertation, it assumes the availability of a third radio, referred to as a base station, to
synchronize the transmitter and receiver using the reference broadcast synchronization
(RBS) algorithm [Elson2002]. Base station broadcasts a single pulse to transmitter and
receiver periodically, allowing them to estimate their relative phase offsets, that is:
1. Base station broadcasts a refernece packet to transmitter and receiver.
2. Each one records the time that the reference packet is received, according to its
local clock.
3. Receiver sends its observation to transmitter.
4. Transmitter compares the phase offset between its own observation and receiver’s
observation. It modifies its own system time based on that offset.
5. Transmitter’s systme time is synchronized with receiver’s system time.
As base station is close to transmitter and receiver, the signal travel time is
neglected. By following the above steps and with base station periodically sending out
synchronization pulses, system time between transmitter and receiver can be
synchronized. The choice of radio synchronization method, though, is independent of the
error avoidance algorithm. The synchronization process can be initiated periodically to
account for the sensor nodes’ clock drift. For a wireless sensor monitoring system for
rotating structures, the dissertation considers a sensor node attached to the rotating
surface, referred to as the transmitter, for making measurements and transmitting the data
to a receiver node, referred to as the receiver, which is placed on a stationary surface. The
base station communicates with both nodes to control their operations and facilitate their
time synchronization.
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3.3.2 Experimental Setups
A. Rotating Apparatus Experiment Setup
The algorithms implementation and experimental measurements are firstly done
on a rotating apparatus. This apparatus uses a permanent magnet DC motor to drive an
aluminum rotary plate. The motor model is DAYTON 1F800, and its nameplate speed is
1750 rpm. A controller has been equipped with the motor to tune rotation speed and
switch rotation direction. The motor and the rotary plate are supported by brackets on a
bench. Figure 3.7 shows the rotation system setup for sensor radios. In this setup,
transmitter is mounted somewhere on the rotary plate, it will rotate during the measuring
process. Receiver is placed stationary in another place, which is 0.7 meters away from
this apparatus.
Rotation
direction
Transmitter
23 cm

40 cm

70 cm
65 cm

Reference
angle
Bench
Receiver

Desk

Figure 3.7: Rotating apparatus setup and placement schematic

B. CNC Lathe Experiment Setup
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The CNC lathe used in the experiments is a Talent 6/45 CNC lathe by Hardinge
Inc. The dimension of the CNC lathe and the placement of the sensor radios are the same
in a previous study [Tang2009b]. The lathe is equipped with a 60~6000 rpm speedcontrollable spindle in a metallic enclosure space and speed display on its front panel.
The transmitter is safely mounted on the lathe spindle by duct tape, and the receiver with
MIB510 board (Moog Crossbow, Milpitas, CA, USA) is deployed on the inner-wall of
the lathe. During the experiments, the machine window is closed, with no people or other
objects allowed in the room. Fig. 3.8 shows the diagram of the MICAz radio sensor
mounted on the rotating spindle and example error regions along the spindle periphery.
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given speed
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of rotating spindle and example error regions

The functional structure of the measuring system for both experimental setups
including transmitter, receiver and base station is illustrated in Figure 3.9. A personal
computer records data from the receiver through UART (universal synchronous
receiver/transmitter), which is a piece of computer hardware that translates data between
parallel and serial forms.
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Figure 3.9: Functional structure of sensor measurement system

3.3.3 Experimental Procedure
Before each experiment, speed is measured and saved in the base station’s
configuration packet. To begin an experiment, the base station sends the configuration
packet to both the transmitter and the receiver. Upon receiving configuration packet, the
transmitter enters the training phase and starts sending probe packets, the receiver then
calculates the PER profile based on the received packets. When 5000 probe packets have
been sent out, the transmitter stops transmitting and the receiver sends the high error
regions list to the transmitter; upon receiving this packet, the transmitter enters the
operation phase, and starts sending data with the chosen ARQ and error avoidance
scheme. The measurement is finished when 5000 data packets have been sent.
Throughout the whole measurement process, the base station periodically (every 5
seconds) sends synchronization packets to both transmitter and receiver. The
synchronization packet has a probability to collide with data packets. Enabling the CCA
function at the base station so that it will wait to send out a synchronization packet until
there is no other packets transmitting in the channel can effectively decrease packet
collision probability. As the synchronization packet will not affect both the transmitter
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and the receiver’s timestamps, enabling the CCA function at the base station is valid in
the experiments to utilize error avoidance algorithm.
Total packet transmission count is measured throughout the experiment by
recording packet sequence number. Energy efficiency is obtained by dividing the total
received information bits with measured total transmission count. As the time interval t
for the whole measurement is the same for the schemes, energy efficiency is normalized
against t. In this dissertation, constant packet rate (CPR) model experiments are
conducted in the CNC lathe setup. Table 3.2 lists the configuration commands that the
base station sends to the transmitter and the receiver.
Table 3.2: Configurations sent by base station (CPR experiment, CNC lathe)
Configuration

Setup

Frequency

2478.5 ~ 2481.5 MHz

Transmit power

-15 dBm

Packet interval

0.05 second

Packet size

30 bytes

Maximum transmission count limit

5

Number of packets
(Training or operation phase)

5000

PER threshold

0.2

Rotation speed (RPM)

242, 544, 845, 1027 1324, 1510, 1812

The saturated model experiments are conducted on the rotating apparatus setup.
The packet size specified is 50 bytes, the PER threshold is set as 0.2 and the rotation
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speed is chosen from 97.7, 201.4 and 281.4 rpm. Other experimental procedures are
identical to the CNC lathe experiments.

3.3.4 Model Validation
CPR throughput is measured in the CNC lathe experiment, where packet size is
fixed. At this experimental setup, throughput decreased slightly as rotation speed
increased. The reason is that higher rotation speed increases the probability of a packet
hitting an error region, which causes a throughput drop. Using error avoidance does not
provide significant throughput increase compared to using ARQ at this setup, indicating
ARQ is enough to recover most of the packet errors. By comparing the measured and
calculated results in Figure 3.10, it is found that throughput difference between
measurement and calculation is less than 5 bps, which is only 0.1% of the measured
results, demonstrating the effectiveness of analytical throughput model.
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Figure 3.10: CPR throughput model validation
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2000

It can be seen in Figure 3.11 that using error avoidance provided nearly 20%
energy efficiency improvement than using ARQ. Using error avoidance significantly
reduces total transmissions count, therefore saving transmission energy. It is also worth
noting that measured energy efficiency results match the model calculation well, with
less than 0.87% difference, showing the correctness of the energy efficiency models.
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Figure 3.11: CPR energy efficiency model validation, normalized against t

During the saturated throughput experiments, the minimal time interval
T  2.398 ms is measured. Figure 3.12 shows the comparison plots between calculated

and measured throughputs at different rotation speeds for each scheme. From the plots,
calculation results match the measured results well, the largest difference is only within
0.5%, demonstrating the accuracy of the saturation model. For the rotation speed range
(100~300 rpm) and PER threshold (0.2) under this experimental setup, it is observed that:
1) saturated throughput decreases as rotation speed increases (from 100 rpm to 300 rpm),
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and 2) using error avoidance hurts saturated throughput performance. This indicates that
PER threshold and rotation speed will affect saturated throughput performance under
different schemes. Their effects will be discussed comprehensively in later sections.
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Figure 3.12: Saturated throughput model validation

Energy efficiency for saturated models are measured and compared in Figure
3.13. Although ARQ has better throughput performance than error avoidance in this
setup, energy efficiency of using complete error avoidance is still the best, indicating
much more retransmissions were utilized to recover lost packets when using ARQ. It is
also notable that using complete error avoidance provides nearly 31.6% energy efficiency
improvement than using ARQ in this case.
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Figure 3.13: Saturated energy efficiency model validation, normalized against t

3.4 Reliable Transmission Protocol Selection
Although the deterministic characteristics of the rotating structure provide
opportunities for error avoidance algorithms to significantly improve data transmission
performance, the extra waiting time on finding the next good region may degrade
performance under particular scenarios. In some channel environments, the packet
interval in constant packet rate transmission scheme is much longer than the average time
needed to successfully complete a packet’s transmission, ARQ is able to improve
throughput by means of more retransmissions. Using error avoidance may not be able to
provide significant throughput improvements.
In this work, the challenge is how to make easy transmission protocol selection
given a specific wireless channel, which can be addressed by our framework, using
surface roughness parameters. We show theorems that characterize channel using surface
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roughness parameters. The simple relationship between those parameters reveals under
what kind of environment error avoidance will have better throughput improvements.
While rotating structure monitoring is presented herein, the proposed theorems can be
applied to other wireless communication systems with location-dependent channel
properties. Such scenarios and applications include: industrial monitoring applications
where sensor nodes are deployed at different point-of-interest in a factory setting with
harsh wireless channel conditions, and environmental monitoring applications where
sensor nodes are deployed in forests, riverbank, etc. with specific wireless channel
conditions.

3.4.1 Theorems
Theorem: Error avoidance will have better throughput improvements than ARQ in
a rotating structure if Rs,max > Q, where Rs,max is the maximal value of Rs(i),0<i<m+1, Q
is the transmitter’s traveled distance in degree during one packet transmission time.
Proof:
Here Q is the transmitter’s traveled distance in one packet transmission, given S is
the packet size, r is the link rate and  is the rotation speed, it is straightforward to
obtain:
Q

6 S
r

(3.27)

Denote Rs,max to be the maximal value of Rs(i), 0<i<m+1
Rs ,max  max{Rs (i ), 0  i  m  1}

If we have:
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(3.28)

Rs ,max  Q

(3.29)

then it indicates that for i ∈ [1, m] and Q>0, we have

i  [1, m] : Rs (i )  Q

(3.30)

The location set of intersections of downwards curves and PER threshold line is
denoted as D. Apparently, D ∈ LR. Therefore:

( mod 360 )  D : w   0, Q  , (  w) mod 360  LR

(3.31)

Moreover, according to Eq. (3.18), a packet should be transmitted when it enters
the nearest low error region and the remaining width of the region is sufficient to fit in
the packet, by combining Eq. (3.18) and (3.31),
u defined by Eq. (3.18):

PERL ((  u  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )  Th  PERL ((  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )

(3.32)

Consequently, for N times of transmission attempts:
N

i 1

N

i

 PER ((   u
L

j 1

j

 (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  ) < PERL ((  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )

(3.33)

i 1

Slightly rewriting both sides of Eq. (3.33),
N

i

N

i 1

j 1

i 1

1   PERL ((   u j  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  ) >1- PERL ((  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )

(3.34)

It should be noted that the left side of Eq. (3.34) is the average successful delivery
ratio (SDR) when using error avoidance, while left side of is the SDR when using ARQ.
Finally, by combining Eq. (3.1), (3.10) and (3.34), it can be concluded that error
avoidance will have better throughput performance than ARQ if Rs,max > Q. Note the
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above proof process is for constant packet rate throughput models. Similar proof process
can also be derived for saturated throughput models. □
Corollary 1: Denote k to be the number of i such that Rs(i) > Q. When error
avoidance is used, larger k leads to better throughput improvement performance.
Proof:
Larger k indicates there is more number of low error regions that are able to fit
complete packet transmissions. According to Eq. (3.32), there will be more number of u
such that:
PERL ((  u  (i  1)d ) mod 360 ,  )  Th .

(3.35)

Therefore, better throughput improvement will be obtained by combining Eq.
(3.1), (3.10) and (3.35). □
Corollary 2: Given two PER profiles PERL,1 and PERL,2. If Ra,1 < Ra,2, the
resultant throughput performance will be: TP1 > TP2 when error avoidance is used.
Proof: The proof process is straightforward. According to the definition, If Ra,1 <
Ra,2, then:



360

0

360

PERL ,1   d    PERL ,2   d
0

(3.36)

When error avoidance is used, combining Eq. (3.1), (3.10), (3.35), and (3.36):
360

360

0

0

SDR1 ( , N )    SDRL ,1  ,  , N  d  SDR2 ( , N )    SDRL ,2  ,  , N  d

(3.37)

Finally, combining Eq. (3.1) and (3.37),
TP1 > TP2

The proof is complete. □
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(3.38)

3.4.2 Validation
From the previous section, the throughput and energy efficiency models for
different schemes were validated. In this section, validated models and surface roughness
based channel parameters are utilized to analyze the effects of different environments on
error avoidance and ARQ performance improvements.
Figure 3.14 shows an example PER profile where the maximal value of Rs is
562% larger than Q and the number of i such that Rs(i) > Q equals to 85% of the total
number of locations along the peripheral. It is obtained from [Tang2010], where
experiments were done using the same rotating apparatus setup in an anechoic chamber
that is designed to stop reflections of electromagnetic waves.
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Figure 3.14: Example PER profile [Tang2010]

Based on this PER profile, the throughput performance under different schemes
and rotation speeds by calculation from the model is shown in Figure 3.15. It can be seen
that using complete error avoidance has almost 100% more throughput than using ARQ
when rotation speed is larger than 1400 rpm. Traditional ARQ has poor performance in
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such environments since the possibility of a packet hitting a high-error region is high,
especially when rotation speed grows larger, while error avoidance can have all
transmissions of packets happen only in low-error regions, hence the possibility of packet
loss greatly decreases.
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Figure 3.15: Calculated CPR throughput

Furthermore, 100 random local PER profiles with different Rs and Ra values are
created to analyze the statistical results when both models are applied. Results
successfully prove that as long as the calculated maximum value of Rs is larger than Q at
a certain speed, throughput performance using error avoidance is always better than using
ARQ. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows Ra and k value plots with throughput being the x-axis. It
proves that 1) when error avoidance is used, larger k values lead to better throughput
improvements, and 2) when error avoidance is used, smaller Ra values lead to better
throughputs. It is also observed from simulation results that if the throughput is low, total
packet transmission count is high and thus the energy efficiency becomes much lower.
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Based on each PER profile, the relative energy efficiency improvement using
error avoidance compared to ARQ is calculated using the following equation
Eff relative 

Eff EV  Eff ARQ
Eff ARQ

 100%

(3.39)

where EffEV and EffARQ are the energy efficiency when error avoidance and ARQ are
utilized, respectively.
A 95% confidence interval for relative energy efficiency improvement is shown
in Table 3.3 for different schemes at different rotation speed (200, 1000, 2000 rpm). PER
threshold is fixed to be 0.2 for all the calculations. Demonstrated by the results, complete
error avoidance always has better energy efficiency performance than partial error
avoidance when Rs> Q. Moreover, as higher rotation speed makes a packet find a low
error region more quickly, better energy efficiency performance improvement is expected
at higher rotating speed.
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Table 3.3: Confidence interval for relative energy efficiency improvement

Model

Scheme

Partial
Error
Constant Avoidance
Packet
Complete
Rate
Error
Avoidance
Partial
Error
Saturated Avoidance
Complete
Error
Avoidance

Speed Confidence Interval
(rpm)
(95%)
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
200
5.832% 9.367%
1000 6.752% 10.443%
2000 6.775% 11.243%
200 10.952% 18.673%
1000 12.875% 22.876%
2000 12.998% 24.043%
200 15.432% 23.789%
1000 18.221% 28.543%
2000 19.009% 29.863%
200 29.568% 35.789%
1000 31.182% 38.665%
2000 31.986% 39.784%

3.5 Summary
This chapter studies a simple framework for modeling wireless data transmission
with spatially deterministic properties. Throughput and energy efficiency models are
calculated based on channel parameters. The spatial property of wireless channels is
characterized using surface roughness parameters such as the amplitude and spacing
parameters, which better represent the profile of channel errors. ARQ and error avoidance
transmission protocols are introduced and experimentally implemented in a case study.
Furthermore, surface roughness parameter-enabled theorems are presented to illustrate
the process of transmission protocol selection under different environments.
Experimental results show that:
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1) Throughput and energy efficiency are location-dependent for specific
environments, and they depend on the transmission protocol adopted;
2) The amplitude and spacing parameters can be extracted from a given wireless
channel with spatially deterministic properties, and then be used effectively for protocol
selection, demonstrating a good match between the model predictions and the
experimental measurements.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4 SUSTAINABLE COMMUNICATION MODELING AND
PROTOCOL DESIGN WITH LOW AND DYNAMIC
POWER SOURCES
The utilization of renewable energy sources for wireless sensor systems is useful
for sustainable monitoring systems [Niyato2007], but very limited today due to a range of
reasons. Solutions with microbial fuel cells based power source are newly emerging
techniques which can be enclosed and embedded into terrains, wetlands and structures.
How to utilize MFC power output by power management system (PMS) needs to be
firstly studied. Despite the wealth of wireless sensor network literature, MFCs present
very different and challenging charging properties that are beyond the typical
assumptions in the state-of-the-art. How to design communication protocols in structured
ways that can guarantee sustainable communication success for such MFC based wireless
sensor networks is the major problem that needs to be addressed.
In this chapter, energy neutral data transmission scheduling and protocol design in
MFC powered multi-hop WSN are studied and verified in simulations.

4.1 Energy Neutral Transmission Scheduling
The advantage of using MFCs as power sources is that they can be seamlessly
deployed in natural environments and civil infrastructures as they do not need to be
exposed as the solar panels or wind turbines, making them more applicable for pervasive
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deployment and less susceptible to damages. How to model and improve MFC output
performance using power management system can be found in Appendix A. The
extremely limited and dynamic nature of MFCs presents a big challenge in designing
communication protocols for MFC-powered WSNs.
In this section, a sensor network that is composed of many MFC-powered nodes
deployed in a multi-hop fashion is considered. A sensor/mesh node can either have data
(e.g. sensor data) generated locally or receive data packets from other nodes when it acts
as a relay node. Energy harvesting rate of each node is modeled after typical MFC-PMS
designs as presented in Appendix A, which changes randomly within a certain range with
uniform probability.
Each node joins the network randomly and has a fixed number of data packets to
send (noted as M). Data packets (size noted as D) contain environmental information
such as temperature, humidity and moisture, etc. They only occupy several bits of a
packet. There is one sink with unlimited power supply to process and store sensor data
from all the nodes. Most packet forwarding will be between nodes as peers, rather than to
the sink. A node at a certain hop will relay data packet to its peer node at the next hop in
the direction to the sink. In [Kansal2007], a sensor network with Energy Neutral
Operation (ENO) indicates that long-term energy consumption by wireless sensors in the
network is less than total energy harvested from the environment. In this section, the
node-to-node duty cycle communication strategy and its mathematical models are
presented.
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4.1.1 Duty Cycle Design
The first step towards an energy neutral protocol is design of a duty cycling
strategy as shown in Figure 4.1.
TDS 1

TPD

TIL

Receiver:

Time
1

N1

2

Tactive
Tp

TDS 2

Td

Transmitter:

1

N2

2

Time

Tprobing

Figure 4.1: Energy neutral duty cycle design. Note the receiver and transmitter diagram
are of very different time scales. For general reference consider Tprobing = TPD + Tp.

Each node has four operating modes modeled after the CC2420 radio as
summarized in Table 2.1: probe transmitting (PB), idle listening (IL), power down (PD),
and deep sleep (DS). A sensor node can be in either the transmitter or receiver mode at a
given time operating with the respective duty cycling scheme. The extremely low power
consumption in DS period allows fast charging of a node’s battery until it reaches the
target operating voltage (e.g., 3.3 volt), where the node enters the PD mode to resume its
processor operation. After TPD time the node enters the PB or IL mode: for a transmitter
(in its PB mode), it transmits a probe of duration Tp if it has data to transmit; for a
receiver (in its IL mode), it receives a probe if transmitter’s PB mode overlaps with its IL
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mode. Once a receiver receives a probe successfully, the receiver replies with an
acknowledgement (ACK) and the transmitter proceeds to transmit the data. The following
analysis focuses on the probing process and leaves out the data transmission stage. A
receiver node repeats the PD-IL periods until a probe is received or N1 cycles have been
reached; a transmitter node repeats the PD-PB periods until a probe is received by the
receiver node and an acknowledgement is returned or N2 cycles have been reached. Either
node must return to DS when its voltage reaches a lower operating threshold (e.g., 2.5
volt, it may differ for transmitter and receiver) and remain in DS until the target operating
voltage is reached.
The duty cycling scheme in Figure 4.1 reveals a number of important
considerations shared by any duty cycle based energy neutral protocols. First, how
“deep” a sleep mode to adopt is a tradeoff decision concerning recharging time, protocol
synchronization, and the network’s achievable throughput and latency. Second, the time a
node has to spend in DS is a function of the recharging rate, battery capacity, and
intended length of active period in each cycle. Therefore, the DS periods for any two
nodes should be considered different in practice due to their different charging
conditions, and such differences directly impact the probability of successful
communication (probing) in their overlapping PB and IL periods. Prior studies often
assume such probabilities to be acceptably high with a high enough node density or that
nodes can be synchronized to wake up at agreed times. With MFCs’ dynamic charging
rates and the need to turn clocks off for sufficient power saving, the two assumptions
would be impractical. Nevertheless, in the following it is demonstrated that even under
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such conditions, the network’s stochastic performance can still be assessed and optimized
based on constraints to guaranteed probing success, guaranteed energy neutrality, and
additional application expectations.
The following five constraints represent the conditions for guaranteed probing
success (Equation (4.1)-(4.3)) and energy neutral operation (Equation (4.4)-(4.5)).
Tprobing  TPD  Tp

(4.1)

Td  2Tp  TIL

(4.2)

TDS 2  Tp  Tactive  TPD

(4.3)

TDS 1 Pe  N1 (TPD PPD  TIL PIL )  N1 Es1  Es 2  Ex

(4.4)

TDS 2 Pe  ( N 2  1)Tp Pt  N 2Td PPD  ( N 2  1) Es1  Es 2  Ex

(4.5)

All the timing parameters are as shown in Figure 4.1; Pe is the average recharging
rate, PPD and PIL are the power consumption rates in PD and IL periods, Pt is the probing
packet transmit power, Es1 and Es2 are power costs for switching from PD to PB/IL
modes and switching from DS to PD/PB/IL modes, and Ex is the energy for transmitting
and receiving a data packet. Equation (4.1) guarantees that probing packet must be
received successfully if the transmitter’s first probing packet arrives anywhere in the
receiver’s power down period (TPD). Figure C.1 in Appendix C shows an example of the
timing relationship. Equation (4.2) guarantees that probing packet must be received
successfully if the transmitter’s first probing packet arrives anywhere in the receiver’s
idle listening period (TIL). 2Tp indicates that the probe packet is considered reception only
if the entire packet is heard by the receiver. Equation (4.3) guarantees that a probing
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packet must be received successfully at the receiver’s immediate next active period if the
transmitter’s first probing packet arrives anywhere in the receiver’s DS period (TDS1).
With the five constraints, a nonlinear program can be formulated to optimize a range of
potential objectives. As data packet size D is considered as a constant in this dissertation,
finding the maximum throughput between two given nodes is equivalent to finding the
minimum average successful probing time Tave. The derivation of Tave is presented in
Appendix C. Therefore, for any given N1 and N2, the nonlinear program can identify
values of Td, TPD, TIL, TDS1, and TDS2 such that maximal throughput THopt can be achieved
as shown in Equation (4.6).
Minimize: Tave
s.t.: Equation (4.1-4.5)
THopt = D/Tave

(4.6)

It should be noted that due to the asynchronous nature of the protocol, the
proposed separate periodic probing step is important for assuring a receiver node to be
ready for receiving, which is similar to RTS-CTS. This 2-step approach is essential to
enable feasible and sustainable network operation with the ultra-low and dynamic power
source. As already reviewed in the background, a single step transfer mode would need
all nodes to be synchronized, which is not applicable in such systems.
Table 4.1: Example calculated parameter results with Pe = 0.5 mW
Term
TDS1
TPD
TIL
TDS2
Td

Description
Receiver deep sleep (recharging) time
Receiver power down time
Receiver idle listening time
Transmitter deep sleep (recharging) time
Transmitter power down time
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Unit
s
s
ms
s
ms

Value
178.2
0.9
19.6
29.1
18.9

Tave

Average successful probing time

s

77.4

Figure 4.2 is an example showing that node-to-node throughput can drop
significantly if TDS2 deviates from the optimal value. In this example, average charging
rate Pe was selected to be 0.5 mW. The rest of parameters involved in calculation from
Equation (4.1-4.6) are listed in Table 4.2 (shown in later sections). The nonlinear
program was solved in AMPL [AMPL] with SNOPT nonlinear optimization solver
[SNOPT]. The calculated parameter results are listed in Table 4.1.
Optimal saturated throughput

Saturated Throughput (bps)

600
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400
If T_DS2 is selected less than
optimal value, energy
constraints are not held
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25
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If T_DS2 is selected larger
than optimal value, throughput
drops significantly

29
30
T DS2 (Sec)

31

32

33

34

Optimal T_DS2
calculated by nonlinear
programming

Figure 4.2: Maximal throughput occurs with the timing parameters solved by the
nonlinear program

With Pe = 0.5 mW, the resultant TDS2 was solved to be 29.1 seconds and THopt to
be 566.8 bps. As shown in Figure 4.2, if other values instead of 29.1 were chosen for TDS2
and the rest of parameters were kept unchanged, the recalculated saturated throughput
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would drop below 566.8 bps. This example demonstrates that the optimization
formulation can serve as a useful framework for identifying the theoretical maximal
performance as well as for finding optimal protocol parameters for an adaptive network
protocol.

4.1.2 Duty Cycle Modeling
The transmitter or receiver duty cycle can be represented as a list of events (e)
that occur sequentially in time. Each event is defined as deepsleep, powerdown or active,
where the active event is defined to be either probing (for transmitter) or idlelistening (for
receiver) such that:
active = probing  idlelistening

(4.7)

At any given time, the state of a node is defined by S(t(q), e(q)), where q indicates
that the node is in the qth duty cycle; the current event of the node is e and t is its event
number. Define n(q) as the total event number for the qth duty cycle:
n(q) = max(t(q))

(4.8)

If D, P, and A denotes the set of t when e is deepsleep, powerdown, and active
within a duty cycle, respectively, then D = {ti |1 ≤ i ≤ kD, ti  Z}, P = {ti |1 ≤ i ≤ kP, ti 
Z}, and A = {ti |1 ≤ i ≤ kA, ti  Z}, where kD, kP, and kA is the total number of deepsleep,
powerdown, and active events within a duty cycle. It should be noted that Z = D ∪ P ∪ A.

Definition (q-extention): Given two positive integers n and q, for a set A = {ai|1 ≤

i ≤ k, a i  Z}, the q-extension of A is deﬁned as A q= {ai + j * n|1 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, ai 
Z}, where n is the total number of elements in set Z.
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Consequently, sets D, P, and A at the qth duty cycle can be represented as Dq, Pq,
and Aq:
Dq = {ti + j* ni (q) |1 ≤ i ≤ kD, 0 ≤ j ≤ q-1, ti  Z};
Pq = {ti + j* ni (q) |1 ≤ i ≤ kP, 0 ≤ j ≤ q-1, ti  Z};
Aq = {ti + j* ni (q) |1 ≤ i ≤ kA, 0 ≤ j ≤ q-1, ti  Z}, where ni (q) = kD + kP + kA.
Probing interval Tp is the smallest time interval in the protocol, which serves as
the time duration of a single event. Therefore, in the transmission scheduling during a
given duty cycle q, for a node in transmitter mode:
DTX = {i |1 ≤ i ≤ kD, k D 

PTX = {kD + 1 + i + (1+

TDS 2
}
Tp

(4.9)

Td
T
T
)h | 1 ≤ i ≤ d , 0 ≤ h ≤ (N2-1), k P  d N 2 } (4.10)
Tp
Tp
Tp

ATX = {kD + 1 + (1+

Td
)h | 0 ≤ h ≤ (N2-1), k A  N 2  1 }
Tp

(4.11)

For a node in receiver mode:
DRX = {i |1 ≤ i ≤ kD, k D 

PRX = {kD + i + (

ARX = {kD +

TDS 1
}
Tp

(4.12)

TIL  TPD
T
T
)h | 1 ≤ i ≤ PD , 0 ≤ h ≤ (N1-1), k P  PD N1 } (4.13)
Tp
Tp
Tp

TPD
T T
T
+ i + ( IL PD )h | 1 ≤ i ≤ IL , 0 ≤ h ≤ (N1-1), k A  N1 } (4.14)
Tp
Tp
Tp

For a node in either mode:
n(q) = kD + kP + kA
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(4.15)

Definition (reachable nodes): Given a node A in receiver mode for the qa-th cycle
and a node B in transmitter mode for the qb-th cycle, node A is reachable by node B if:
qa
qb
ARX
 ATX


Theorem: Given a node A in receiver mode and node B in transmitter mode, node
A is guaranteed to be reachable by node B if Equations (4.1-4.3) are satisfied.
The proof of the theorem is divided into two scenarios: theoretical case (charging
rate is constant) and realistic case (due to the slow changing property of MFCs, it’s
assumed that the charging rate is always constant within a duty cycle. In realistic cases,
charging rate is changing randomly within a certain range at different cycles)
A. Proof: Theoretical Case
In this part, node B is considered to start its transmitter mode randomly during
node A’s deepsleep events. If not, according Equation 4.3, the start of node B’s
transmitter mode at the next cycle will definitely fall in the deepsleep events of node A’s
next cycle. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, denote  (1   

TDS 1
) to be the event
Tp

number when node B starts its transmitter mode, it needs traverse at least [TDS1 + TPD  ]/Tp deepsleep events of node A to reach its active events. However, this requirement

can be easily relaxed if another duty cycle of node A is considered.
Note that according to Equation 4.1, TPD = Tprobing – Tp = N2(Td + Tp). Let
M [

TDS 1 TPD
T
T

  ]mod[ DS 2  1  N 2 ( d  1)]
Tp
Tp
Tp
Tp

 [k DRX

T
T
 N 2 ( d  1)   ]mod[k DTX  N 2 ( d  1)  1]
Tp
Tp
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(4.16)

and
Td
 1)   ]
Tp
)
Td
 N 2 (  1)  1]
Tp

[k DRX  N 2 (
q  ceil (
[k

TX
D

(4.17)

where ceil(x) indicates the smallest following integer of x.
Consequently,

M  k DTX  N 2 (

Td
 1)  1
Tp

(4.18)

and

(q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (

Td
T
 1)  1]    M  k DRX  N 2 ( d  1)
Tp
Tp

(4.19)

Dividing Tp at both sides of Equation 4.3,

k DTX  1  N1 (

TIL  TPD TPD
)
Tp
Tp

(4.20)

Combining Equation (4.18) and (4.20):

M  N2 (

Td
T T
T
 1)  k DTX  1  N1 ( IL PD )  PD
Tp
Tp
Tp

(4.21)

Combining Equation (4.19) and (4.21):

k DRX  (q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (

Td
T T
T
 1)  1]  k DTX  1  N1 ( IL PD )  PD
Tp
Tp
Tp

Rewriting Equation (4.22),
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(4.22)

k DRX  k DTX  1  (q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (
 (q  1)[k

TX
D

Td
 1)  1]
Tp

T
T T
T
 N 2 ( d  1)  1]  N1 ( IL PD )  PD
Tp
Tp
Tp

(4.23)

It can be derived from Equation (4.19) that:

(q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (

Td
T
 1)  1]  PD  k DRX
Tp
Tp

(4.24)

Combining Equation (4.23) and (4.24):

k DRX  k DTX  1  (q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (

Td
T T
 1)  1]  k DRX  N1 ( IL PD )
Tp
Tp

(4.25)

Equation (4.25) indicates that the start of node B’s active events at the qth duty
cycle will be in the range of nodes A’s active events. Combining Equation (4.19) and
(4.25), it suggests that there exist 0 ≤ h2 ≤ N2-1, 1≤ i ≤ TIL/Tp, and 0 ≤ h1 ≤ N1-1, such
that:

k DTX  1  (q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (

Td
T
T
T T
 1)  1]  h2 (1  d )  k DRX  PD  i  h1 ( IL PD ) (4.26)
Tp
Tp
Tp
Tp

Equation (4.26) is equivalent to:
q
1
ATX
 ARX


(4.27)

The proof is complete. □
B. Proof: Realistic Case
According to Equation (4.4) and (4.5), only TDS1 and TDS2 will be affected if
charging rate is changing. These two parameters will be changing within a certain range:
min
max
min
max
TDS 1  [TDS
1 , TDS 1 ] , TDS 2  [TDS 2 , TDS 2 ]
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Consequently,
(q2  1)

(q1  1)

min
q2 1
TDS
T max
2
  k DTX (m)  (q2  1) DS 2
Tp
Tp
m 1

min
q1 1
TDS
T T
T T
1
 (q1  1) IL PD   k DRX (m)  (q1  1) IL PD
Tp
Tp
Tp
m 1

T max
T T
 (q1  1) DS 1  (q1  1) IL PD
Tp
Tp

(4.28)

(4.29)

min
max
min
max
As TDS
1 , TDS 1 , TDS 2 , TDS 2 , TIL , TPD , and Tp are constant parameters, there exist

integers q1 > 1 and q2 > 1 such that:
q2 1

q1 1

m 1

m 1

 kDTX (m)   kDRX (m)  (q1  1)

TIL  TPD
Tp

(4.30)

Combining Equation (4.26) and (4.30), there exist q1 > 1, q2 > 1, 0 ≤ h2 ≤ N2-1, 1≤
i ≤ TIL/Tp, and 0 ≤ h1 ≤ N1-1, such that:
q2 1

k DTX  1   k DTX (m)  (q  1)[k DTX  N 2 (
m 1

k

RX
D

Td
T
 1)  1]  h2 (1  d )
Tp
Tp

TPD
TIL  TPD q1 1 RX
T T

 i  h1 (
) k D (m)  (q1  1) IL PD
Tp
Tp
Tp
m 1

(4.31)

Equivalently, Equation (4.31) is:
q2
q1
ATX
 ARX


(4.32)

The proof is complete. □
Corollary: When the charging rate is constant, the upper bound of probe
reception time is two receiver-mode cycles; when the charging rate is changing randomly
within a certain range, the upper bound of probe reception time is q 1 receiver-mode
cycles, and q1 can be determined by Equation (4.31).
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According to the theorem, if Equation (4.3) cannot be guaranteed due to the
varying charging rate, then node A may not be reachable by node B. However,
min
max
as TDS 2  [TDS
2 , TDS 2 ] , Equation (4.3) can be slightly modified so that the protocol can still

guarantee probe packet reception for the worst case scenario:
max
TDS
2  Tp  Tactive  TPD

(4.33)

4.2 Energy Neutral Protocol in Multi-hop MFC Networks
As demonstrated in Section 4.1, guaranteed duty cycle based communication can
be approached as a nonlinear optimization problem with energy neutral and guaranteed
probing constraints. The formulation was shown for a pair of transmitter and receiver
nodes. In a practical MFC sensor network, multi-hop topologies are reasonably expected
and must be addressed with a joint routing and scheduling solution.

4.2.1 Protocol Basics
It’s noted in this chapter that if a node has packets to send (either it receives a new
packet from another node or it generates a new packet), it will go to TX mode; otherwise
it will stay in RX mode waiting for the probe packet. When a node is either in TX or RX
mode, it will follow the energy neutral transmitter or receiver duty cycling as shown in
Figure 4.1. There are two issues that the protocol needs to address.
A. Packet Collision
Collision avoidance is a basic task of Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols.
In this study, there are two types of packet collisions: two probe packets collide; one
probe packet collides with an on-going data packet transmission. Data packet size is
considered to be at the same order of the probe packet, which is much less than the
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recharging time. In this study, it’s assumed that transmitter’s probe packet can start
anywhere of another node’s RX mode cycle with equal probability.
Utilizing the proposed protocol, the probability of packet collision is extremely
low. Assume the number of nodes at current hop is H1, the number of nodes at the next
hop is H2, the number of nodes at the previous hop is H3. At a given time, a node can be
either in TX mode or RX mode, with equal probability ( PTX  PRX  0.5 ). Packet collision
happens when there are at least two nodes (among all the nodes at three hops) in their TX
mode and they are transmitting probe packets or data packets at the same time.
At a given time, a node in TX mode is sending a probe packet with probability:
Pprobe|TX 

( N 2  1)Tp
TDS 2  ( N 2  1)Tp  N 2Td  Tdata

(4.34)

A node in TX mode is sending a data packet with probability:
Pdata|TX 

Tdata
TDS 2  ( N 2  1)Tp  N 2Td  Tdata

(4.35)

Therefore, the collision probability for two nodes transmitting at the same time
can be expressed as:
2


2
2
2
Pc  
 ( PTX Pprobe|TX )  ( PTX Pdata|TX )  PTX Pprobe|TX Pdata|TX (4.36)
 H1  H 2  H 3 

For example, if the typical values are selected: H1+H2+H3=10, Tp=0.32 (msec),
N2=50, TDS2=29.1 (sec), Td=18.9 (msec), Tdata=3Tp, the resulting packet collision
probability would be 3.62  1013 , which can be considered negelected.
B. Overlapping of TX Mode
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As stated previously, each node in this study must alternate between the roles of a
transmitter (TX mode) and a receiver (RX mode), so that it can receive data transmitted
by a neighbor and later transmit the data to another node closer to the sink. It has been
guaranteed by timing constraints that: if one node is in TX mode and the other one is in
RX mode, the probe packet will be heard by the receiver. Therefore, if a node does not
receive an ACK from the destination node at the end of its TX mode, the TX modes of
the two nodes must overlap. This will cause the peer nodes never hearing each other.
In order to solve this problem, the node which does not receive an ACK at the end
of TX mode will choose to be in RX modes for a random number of cycles, in the
interval defined by the binary exponential backoff contention window, i.e. [0, 2 l-1],
where l is the number of cycles when TX modes overlap. That is, after l overlaps, a
random number of RX mode cycles between 0 and 2l - 1 are chosen. For example, each
node will be in RX mode for 0 or 1 cycle and then transmits again after the first overlap.
After the second overlap, the nodes will wait anywhere from 0 to 3 RX mode cycles
(inclusive) before going back to TX mode. After the third overlap, the nodes will wait
anywhere from 0 to 7 RX mode cycles (inclusive), and so forth.
Similar to other truncated backoff algorithms, the exponentiation stops after a
certain number of increases, i.e. the maximum window size reaches a ceiling (noted as C
in this study), and thereafter does not increase any further. This implies that the
maximum value of l can be calculated as lmax  floor (log 2 (C  1)) . The derivation of average
successful probing time when overlapping of TX mode is considered is presented in
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Appendix D. It can be seen from the derivation that average successful probing time is a
function of lmax and the ceiling C, whose effects will be evaluated in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Minimal Node-to-Sink Delay
In order to have sustainable performance in a multi-hop network, each node needs
to carefully select its peer node at the next hop so that the node-to-sink delay is minimal
[Noh2008]. As derived in Appendix D, the average probing time for node x to
successfully send data to node u at the next hop is noted as Ta(x,u), then
TaS ( x, u )  Ta ( x, u )  TaS (u , u ')

(4.37)

where TaS ( x, u ) is the node-to-sink delay of node x to reach the sink with node u as the next
hop, u ' is the node that node u selects as the peer node at the next hop when it starts
transmitting. Each node in the network keeps a routing table as shown in Table 4.2. It’s
worth noting that the routing table takes only 8 bits and therefore is embedded in the
probe packets.
Table 4.2: Routing table of node x in the network
My geographical location (2 bits)
My charging/discharging information (2 bits)
Minimal average node-to-sink delay TaS ( x, u )
(the initial value is  ) (2 bits)
Next hop node ID u (2 bits)

Consider node x is in TX mode and starts broadcasting probe packets. N(x) is the
set of neighbors at the next hop of node x. After another node u in N(x) hears the probe
packet, node u will evaluate the routing table and decide whether to send back an ACK
packet to node x. Note that node u could be any node in the neighbors of node x. 1) If
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node u is the next-hop destination node, it will send back an ACK to node x to initiate a
data packet transmission; 2) if node u is not the destination node but it results in a less
TaS ( x, u ) value than that kept by node x, node u will also send back an ACK notifying that

node u should be selected as the next-hop node, the routing table of node x should be
updated and a data packet transmission should be initiated afterward; 3) for all other
conditions, node u simply ignores the probe packet and continues duty cycling as if the
medium had been idle, thus resulting less energy waste on unnecessary actions of
unwanted probe packets.
After the data packet transmission, node u will follow the same protocol to find its
own next hop receiver with minimal node-to-sink delay. Finally, the shortest path in
terms of the minimum node-to-sink delay for node x is found. It is determined by
comparing and updating the value of TaS ( x, u ) for each node at next hop of node x, which is
described by Equation (4.38).





NextNode( x)  u | min {TaS ( x, u )}
uN ( x )

(4.38)

It is worth noting that TaS ( x, u ) is evaluated to account for all nodes’ impacts, either
explicitly or implicitly. The disadvantage of this method is that it may take some time for
a certain node to find its best route. The worst case is that a new node boots up and it has
to compare all of the possible receivers. However, once a node finds the best route, it
only needs to maintain the routing table unless a better route is found and therefore the
table will be updated.
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Furthermore, there may be packet losses due to channel variations. For example,
if a probe packet is lost, transmitter will assume receiver does not receive the probe
packet and will transmit probe packet again after its power down time Td. The throughput
performance of the proposed protocol will not be affected if the probe is successfully
received within Td. If an ACK packet (for the probe) from the receiver is lost, transmitter
nodes will have to increase their backoff time and result in the receiver’s energy waste
when the receiver awaits the data packet transmission. This will result in longer node-tosink delay. Finally, if a data packet is lost, the lost data packet will have to be
retransmitted in a later cycle, which will result in lower throughput and longer node-tosink delay. The numerical evaluation in the paper was carried out without assuming
channel-induced errors to provide an upper bound performance assessment for such
systems. The impact of transmission errors on the performance is an independent issue
that is part of the future work.

4.3 Performance Evaluation and Numerical Results
4.3.1 Evaluation Environments
In order to evaluate and demonstrate the correctness and benefits of the proposed
protocols, a network simulator written in Matlab was implemented. The simulator is
developed based on prowler, a probabilistic wireless network simulator capable of
simulating wireless distributed systems, from the application to the physical
communication layer [Prowler]. Table 4.3 summarizes environmental parameters used in
simulation, which runs on each node. The network model is simulated as stated in Section
4.1 and shown in Figure 4.3. The distances between the nodes are placed accordingly so
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that the nodes at each hop can only reach directly the nodes at its neighboring hop(s) and
the nodes at its own hop.
Hop=2 Hop=1

Sink

…
…

…

…

Number of nodes at
one hop (It can be
different for each hop)

Figure 4.3: The simulated topology

Table 4.3: Environmental parameters adopted for simulation [CC2420; Wong2006;
Jurdak2010]
Term
Pe
N1

Description
Average energy harvesting power
Receiver maximum number of PD/IL cycles

N2

Transmitter maximum number of PD/PB cycles

Ex
Tp

M
R
D

Data packet transmission/receiving energy
Transmitter probing packet interval (time needed
to sample the channel for activity, defined by
[Kumar2013])
Packet transmit power
Power down mode power consumption rate
Idle listening mode power consumption rate
Switching energy from PD mode to PB/IL modes
Switching energy from DS mode to PD/PB/IL
modes
Total number of packets sent by each node
IEEE 802.14.4 raw data rate
Data packet size

TDS1

Receiver deep sleep (recharging) time

Pt
PPD
PIL
Es1
Es2
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Unit
mW
number
of cycles
number
of cycles
mJ
mSec

Value
0.25~0.75
30 (PreDetermined)
50 (PreDetermined)
10
0.32

mW
mW
mW
uJ
uJ

57
1.4
62
42.3
85.7

kbps
bits
sec

1000
250
D
Pt  Ex
R

Variable
(100~3800)

TPD

Receiver power down time

sec

TIL

Receiver idle listening time

msec

TDS2

Transmitter deep sleep (recharging) time

sec

Td
Tactive

Transmitter power down time
Receiver maximum PD/IL cycles interval

msec
sec

Tprobing

Transmitter maximum PD/probing cycles interval sec

Variable
(0.3~10)
Variable
(4.6~50.6)
Variable
(15~800)
Variable (5~50)
N1 (TPD  TIL )
N 2 (Tp  Td )  Tp

Numerical results obtained from simulations are shown and discussed in the
following sections. It’s worth noting that in this study, MFC has a slow-varying charging
property and thus its average energy harvesting power Pe is considered constant during
one cycle time. Variable parameters listed in Table 4.3 are solved using a nonlinear
program following the procedure presented in Section 4.1 before each duty cycle for
different Pe. The range of each variable is verified with simulation and listed in Table 4.3
for reference.

4.3.2 Numerical Results and Discussion
A. Performance under the Worst Scenario
In this part, performance of different aspects are shown for the worst case
scenario, that is, the energy harvesting rate is varied within the largest range (0.25~0.75
mW).
Backoff window size affects minimal average successful probing time
Average successful probing time is an important metric to evaluate as it indicates
how fast a node can find its peer node. Its performance with respect to maximum backoff
window size C at different number of hops was simulated as presented in Figure 4.4. The
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number of nodes at each hop was set as 4. In this simulation, the major energy
consumption component is the wireless radio [MICAz]. Due to the ultra-low and
dynamic MFC energy harvesting rate, the simulated average RX mode (cycle) time of all
nodes after a complete simulation run is 1.05 hour. The average successful probing time
in Figure 4.4 is presented as normalized to this value.
The large error bar and high average successful probing time when C equals to
one are mainly due to the fact that the probability of nodes choosing the same window
size is high. When C equals to three, nodes can choose to backoff 0, 1, 2 and 3 RX mode
time before entering TX mode again, hence the probability of two nodes choosing the
same backoff window size significantly decreases, resulting small error bar and average
successful probing time. However, when C keeps increasing, nodes may choose large
backoff window size before transmitting again, which is not beneficial at all due to the
big waiting time. It is recommended by simulation that a maximum backoff window size
of four is optimal for the designed environment. The number of hops has no significant
effect on the average successful probing time performance.

Figure 4.4: Average successful probing time vs. maximum backoff window size. Note
that the y-axis is normalized to the simulated average RX mode (cycle) time.
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Proposed protocol consumes lowest average power
Average power consumption is another important metric that is worth evaluating.
Due to the energy neutral nature of the proposed protocol, the average power
consumption rate per node is always less than the average power harvesting rate. Under
the same condition, MAC protocols such as B-MAC [Polastre2004], On-Demand (OD-)
MAC [Fafoutis2011] and X-MAC [Buettner2006] are not able to keep energy neutral
operation. In B-MAC, receiver nodes will periodically wake up and listen for long
preambles sent by transmitter. X-MAC breaks the long preamble into several short
preambles with target address information. This saves some energy by letting nodes sleep
between short preambles, but the overall preamble time is still long when nodes spend
long time charging themselves. In OD-MAC, nodes with no packets in the queue will
periodically send beacons and nodes with packets to send will listen for beacons first.
The long preamble energy waste from transmitter is saved in OD-MAC, but how to
optimize the node-to-sink delay is not mentioned. Figure 4.5 shows the per-node average
power consumption performance with different number of nodes for all the protocols.
Other MAC protocols such as WiseMAC [Hoiydi2004] and MiX-MAC [Merlin2009]
were not compared in this study for the following reasons: 1) WiseMAC is not applied in
an ad-hoc network topology but an infrastructure network where access point have
unlimited power supply; 2) MiX-MAC is generally a mixture of X-MAC, SpeckMAC
[Wong2006] (variant of B-MAC) and CSMA-MPS [Mahlknecht2004] (variant of BMAC), whose performance will be bounded by the best and worst scenarios of the pool
of MAC protocols. The simulation parameters were carefully tuned so that the network
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average throughput as seen by the sink was roughly the same. The number of nodes at
each hop was fixed at two and the placement was identical for all the protocols.
It can be clearly seen that when reaching the same average throughput with the
ultra-low power input, B-MAC, X-MAC and OD-MAC were not able to guarantee
energy neutral operation while the proposed protocol (MFC-MAC) kept the network
alive. Note that the average power consumption increased significantly as the number of
nodes increased for B-MAC. This is because in B-MAC, nodes wake up when they hear
preamble packets from other senders as they do not know if the transmission is intended
for them or not. There are slight per-node power consumption increases with higher
number of nodes for other protocols, but their influences are not significant.

Average Power Consumption per Node (mW)

8

6

B-MAC
X-MAC
OD-MAC
MFC-MAC

4

2
Energy Neutral Operation (ENO) state

0
2

4

6
Number of Nodes

8

10

Figure 4.5: Per-node average power consumption with different number of nodes

Average node-to-sink delay is mainly determined by the number of hops
The node-to-sink delay measures the total latency of a packet transmitting from its
source node to the sink. Section 4.2 introduces a method to obtain minimal node-to-sink
latency. While it does need a long time for each node to update their information tables,
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the method proves to be effective even at the worst scenario. Figure 4.6 shows the
average node-to-sink latency performance under different number of hops. The number
of nodes at each hop was fixed at 4. The simulation was repeated for different values of
maximum backoff window size C. As stated previously, the simulated latency was also

Latency normalized to one RX mode time

normalized to the average RX mode (cycle) time.
8
C=15
C=4

7

C=7

6

C=3
C=10

5
4
3
2
1
0

1

2

3
Number of Hops

4

5

Figure 4.6: Average node-to-sink latency vs. number of hops

Due to the varying energy harvesting rate, nodes that need more hops to reach the
sink tend to have long latency with large deviation. The node-to-sink latency is a linear
function of the number of hops in the network. As the backoff window size increases, the
average successful probing time increases, so does the slope of the latency. It is worth
noting that such asynchronous protocol’s power consumption is bounded by the cost of
nodes’ active periods, thus power consumption is usually reduced at the expense of
increasing latency. How to better handle the tradeoff between power consumption and
latency remains a challenge for duty-cycle based protocols.
B. Performance with Different Harvesting Rate Variations
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In this part, protocol performance at different harvesting rate variations were
simulated and compared. The number of nodes at each hop was fixed at 4. The maximum
backoff window size C was fixed at 3 and the results were normalized to the average RX
mode (cycle) time. Figure 4.7 shows the average node-to-sink delay and successful
probing time performance when power harvesting rate was constant (0.25 mW and 0.75
mW), which represents the best case scenario. Both the probing time and node-to-sink
delay dropped when the harvesting rate was selected higher. The deviation of average
successful probing time significantly decreased when there were no harvesting rate
variations. This is because each node kept the timing information of its next hop peer
node in its routing table, the constant harvesting rate made their TX or RX mode time
unchanged. Moreover, it’s interesting to note that the probing time was independent of
the number of hops. The probing process happened between nodes at two adjacent hops
and thus it was solely determined by the timing information of peer nodes.
4.5
4

Normalized Time

3.5

Average node-to-sink delay (rate=0.25mW)
Average successful probing time (rate=0.25mW)
Average node-to-sink delay (rate=0.75mW)
Average successful probing time (rate=0.75mW)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
4
Number of Hops

4.5

5

5.5

Figure 4.7: Average node-to-sink delay and successful probing time performance when
power harvesting rate is constant: 0.25 mW and 0.75 mW
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It is also shown that the average node-to-sink delay increased linearly with the
number of hops. This observation is consistent with Figure 4.5 except that the deviation
was much smaller which was due to the constant harvesting rate. However, as node
started their data transmission randomly, the TX mode overlapping problem still existed
and thus small deviation of node-to-sink delay was expected. The protocol performance
at different harvesting rate variations is presented in Figure 4.8. For each variation, nodes
randomly chose a charging rate value within the variation range at each simulation run
before data transmission operation. The variation ranges selected for simulation were:
0.25 mW~0.45 mW, 0.45 mW~0.65 mW and 0.25 mW~0.65 mW.
5
4.5
4

Average node-to-sink delay (rate=0.25~0.45mW)
Average successful probing time (rate=0.25~0.45mW)
Average node-to-sink delay (rate=0.45~0.65mW)
Average successful probing time (rate=0.45~0.65mW)
Average node-to-sink delay (rate=0.25~0.65mW)
Average successful probing time (rate=0.25~0.65mW)
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Figure 4.8: Average node-to-sink delay and successful probing time performance at
different harvesting rate variations: 0.25 mW~0.45 mW, 0.45 mW~0.65 mW and 0.25
mW~0.65 mW

With both the lower and upper bound of variation range being the highest (0.45
mW~0.65 mW), protocol performance was shown to be the best. Figure 4.8 also indicates
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that a large variation range would result in poor average node-to-sink delay and
successful probing time performance. Although node has the possibility to harvest more
power at a given cycle to shorten its charging time when the harvesting rate variation
range is large, it’s also likely that the peer node is expecting a longer charging time and
thus the two nodes will take longer time for probe packet reception, resulting in longer
network latency.
This suggests that when designing a wireless network with ultra-low power
sources like MFCs, optimal deep sleep time derived from the scheduling protocol must be
selected to account for performance degradation caused by MFC’s power harvesting rate
variations.

4.4 Summary
This chapter presents the design and performance evaluation through simulations
of a communication protocol for wireless sensor networks with dynamic and limited
energy harvesting source—MFC to be more specific. The protocol includes the following
key properties. Firstly, a duty-cycle based energy neutral transmission sleep/wakeup
policy between peer nodes was proposed to guarantee packet reception. Secondly, an
energy neutral joint scheduling and routing protocol in multi-hop MFC networks was
introduced, aiming to provide network-wide packet communications under extremely
limited node resource such as ultra-low power supply. Finally, a simulation tool was
developed to evaluate the protocol performance. Simulation results show that proposed
communication protocol is able to provide sustainable and reliable data transmission with
ultra-low and dynamic power input.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5 MESH DATA TRANSMISSION ROUTING AND
IMPLEMENTATION WITH MULTI-TIER NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE
Wireless monitoring infrastructure usually involves deploying wireless sensors
among the environment and analyzing those data which is wirelessly transmitted from
local sensors to a remote server via wireless transit system. Most of current transit
infrastructures are wireless technology dependent. A multi-tier network architecture
based on wireless mesh network is widely used to monitor various environments. How to
efficiently route sensor data traffic within the infrastructure is the main challenge. The
goal of this section is to study a complete operational system with setup of algorithms to
learn the potential benefits of centralized routing control.
In this chapter, the focus is on wireless data communication in wide area
environmental monitoring application. The mesh-based multi-tier network architecture is
introduced first. A simple routing protocol is then implemented and evaluated based on
two sets of experimentations: Matlab simulation and embedded X86 devices based
demonstration.

5.1 Multi-Tier Mesh Network Modeling
5.1.1 Wireless Mesh Network
A backbone mesh network is formed by mesh nodes communicating with each
other in a multi-hop fashion via wireless links. Data from mesh clients is relayed by mesh
routers, and the network coverage is adjusted by controlling the number of mesh routers.
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The mesh backbone can be built using various types of radio technologies, with IEEE
802.11

being

the

dominant

standard

for

most

applications

[Prasad2006;

Bemmoussat2012]. The Internet gateway is the Internet access device, which routes all
information packets to a remote server. Figure 5.1 illustrates the general architecture of a
wireless mesh backhaul network. Wireless mesh networks consist of three types of nodes:
Internet gateways, mesh routers, and mesh clients. It should be noted that a physical node
may work as an Internet gateway and mesh router at the same time. Mesh clients are
usually wireless sensors connecting to mesh routers. Mesh routers are usually resourcerich nodes, while mesh clients have limited memory and computational power.
To remote server

I

I

I

I

M

Internet Gateway Domain

M
M

Mesh Router Domain

M
M

M
M

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

Mesh Client Domain

C

C

Figure 5.1: Multi-tier wireless mesh network

5.1.2 Mesh Network System Model
In the following sections, the focus is on routing efficiency in the mesh router and
Internet gateway domains as shown in Fig. 5.1. Mesh routers are referred as mesh nodes
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in the proposed system model. Consider that the nodes in the wireless mesh network are
single radio mesh nodes. The mesh network is modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E),
where V = {v1, … , vn} is a set of n nodes and E is a set of possible directed
communication links between any two nodes u, v∈V. Among the n mesh nodes, k of
them will have Internet access (Internet gateways). For simplicity, let A = {a1, a2, … , ak}
be the set of k Internet gateway nodes, where ai is node vi, for 1≤i≤k. The set of nongateway nodes is thus denoted as V-A, and the number of non-gateway nodes is m = n - k.
For each node i∈V, there exists a set of one-hop neighbors, B. The packet from a source
s∈V to a destination d is transmitted along a link (s, d) ∈E, if d is also an element of B;
otherwise, it is transmitted along a multi-hop route made up of a link (s, j) and a route [j,
d], where j is a node in B, and (s, j) is a link in E. The route [j, d] represents a route from
node j to node d through a subnet S = (V - {s}, E – {(s, j): j∈B}). Furthermore, each node
i∈V has a capacity constraint λi,max, which guarantees a maximal load on each node. The
current load through source node s to destination node d is denoted as λsd. It is measured
in terms of throughput. The system model diagram is shown in Fig. 5.2.
u {u , v, z}  A
b

Internet

v

Server

y
g

z

{b, g , y}  A  V  A

Figure 5.2: Mesh network system model diagram
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5.2 A Centralized Routing Policy and Implementation
From the previous section, we can see that the key component in the multi-tier
network architecture is wireless mesh network (WMN) which connects local sensors with
a remote server. How to efficiently route data traffic in WMN remains a challenge. In this
section, a simple centralized routing policy for WMN is presented. It computes a path
between each mesh node and an Internet gateway, and prevents allocating overloaded
bandwidth for certain nodes. By performing such protocols in the remote server, the
network management overhead is offloaded from mesh nodes and Internet gateways, and
enables the deployment of simple wireless routers.

5.2.1 Routing Policy
As the links are wireless channels, there is probability that certain links are in bad
transmission quality such that poor packet reception rates are obtained at some receiver
nodes. Consider the problem of determining the best route between two nodes in the
mesh network using path quality. Let P be a candidate path. Let link e belong to path P.
The link quality, LQ, is calculated as the fraction of successful packets that are received
by a neighbor within a window period. When interference from other nodes is assumed
negligible, LQ should only be a function of packet success rate of the specified link. In
particular, for the adopted ACK-based transmission method, let pe,f and pe,r be the packet
success probabilities of link e in the forward and reverse directions, respectively, the
expected link quality of link e is given by:
LQ (e)  pe , f pe ,r
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(5.1)

The path quality, f(P), is then defined as the probability a packet is not dropped
across any link along the path, i.e.,
f (P) = ∑ LQ(e)

(5.2)

e∈P

and the routing policy is to choose the path with the highest path quality f(P) while
maintaining the maximal link flow capacity.

5.2.2 Protocol Implementation
The final destination for every data packet is a remote server, denoted by S, which
also hosts the central controller. Packets must first reach Internet gateways, which have
Ethernet connections to route packets to the remote server. The central controller
executes the algorithm shown in Table 5.1 to find routes. The algorithm is heuristic and
deliberately simple to reduce execution time at the remote server. The objective is to find
a route with the best path quality between a source node (s) and the remote server (S),
while guaranteeing that no mesh nodes are overused. To find the best route, it locates the
next-hop neighbor through which traffic can be best routed to reach the remote server
using Eq. (5.2). It is executed for each node along the route until the traffic reaches
Internet gateway, where it is then directed to the remote server through the Internet
backbone.

Table 5.1: Routing algorithm
Step 1:

consider a source node s in V-A, identify all neighbor nodes in set B,
if a route [s, S] is found, do
return
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else, do
go to Step 2
Step 2:

identify all links (s, j), for j ∈ B
go to Step 3

Step 3:

initialize MaxLQ = 0
for each node j in B, do
if j∈A, do
if LQsj > MaxLQ, do
MaxLQ = LQsj
Let g = j
else, do
go to Step 4
end for
go to Step 5

Step 4:

find node j and g that result in the best path quality, calculated by Eq. (5.2)

Step 5:

if current load on node j λj<λmax, do
node j is node s’s next-hop neighbor, and node g is the designated Internet
gateway node
route [s, S] is found
return
else, do
eliminate node j in B
go to Step 3
In this algorithm, the first step is to identify the neighbor nodes of source node s.

If the best path is already found, the algorithm returns; otherwise, it identifies all the links
from node s to its neighbors. At the next step, two conditions are checked: if the neighbor
node happens to be an Internet gateway, it locates the gateway that gives the best link
quality; otherwise, it uses Eq. (5.2) to locate neighbor node and corresponding Internet
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gateway that result in the best path quality. Next, the algorithm checks if the resulting
data traffic through the selected neighbor is less than the maximum load requirement.
This guarantees that each relay node is traffic balanced. If the identified neighbor would
carry more traffic than allowed, the algorithm eliminates the node from the neighbor list
and identifies a new node by looping back through the same steps. Figure 5.3 shows the
flowchart of the routing policy.
Start

Controller identifies and
configures initial mesh
topology

NPMT monitors traffic
loads periodically

N

Does any node traffic
exceeds maximum load
requirement λmax?
Y
Controller identifies the
node ID, neighbors, and
path qualities

Controller redirects traffic load

Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the centralized routing policy

The algorithm can be implemented as follows. Each node transmits beacon
messages to inform neighboring nodes about its existence. Figure 5.4 shows the format of
a beacon message. Besides physical layer header and checksum, each beacon message
contains the address of the originator, the address of the node transmitting the packet, a
sequence number, and the link quality information of its one-hop neighbors. Each
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neighbor changes the sending address to its own address, updates the link quality
information, and re-broadcasts the message to inform its neighbors about the existence of
the initiator, and so on. Upon receiving its own message, the originator performs a
bidirectional link check to verify that the detected link can be used in both directions.
Further, to estimate the packet reception probabilities in Eq. (5.1), the periodic beacon
packets can be used as sentinels, as in [Padhye2004; Couto2003]. Traffic load between a
source node and the remote server is measured periodically by a custom network
performance measurement tool (NPMT). When a new mesh node joins the network, its
initial route to the remote server is identified by broadcasting. Its location, in terms of
number of hops to an Internet gateway, is recorded by the controller. Once flow paths are
setup based on the initial route, the NPMT is able to monitor the load going through the
new node.
Physical layer
header

Address of
originator

Address of current
transmitting node

Sequence number

Link quality of
one-hop neighbors

Physical layer
checksum

Figure 5.4: Packet format of a beacon message

The wireless infrastructure in this work has several advantages over the existing
methods for WMNs that are typically based on distributed solutions. In contrast to the
existing solutions that mostly focus on maintaining connectivity, the solution of this
dissertation considers the issue of not overloading certain nodes in WMN. Moreover,
since the routing and bandwidth allocation decisions are made at the controller, the mesh
nodes need only modest computation capabilities.
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5.3 Routing Performance Evaluation: Simulation
As different performance metrics have unique goals/formations for specific
scenarios, it is not feasible to compare performance theoretically using mathematical
models between the proposed protocol and existing solutions. Instead, in this section,
Matlab simulation based experiments are designed to compare the performance of the
centralized routing policy with three widely-used mesh routing protocols.

5.3.1 Matlab Simulation Model
Figure 5.5 presents the flow of Matlab simulation blocks. First a packet generator
is programmed to generate traffic and this traffic is output to mesh routers. Each packet is
identified by a destination IP address. The input to packet generator includes packet size
definitions and packet arrival rate. In order to focus on the effects of different routing
protocols, packet arrival rate is preset as a constant number.
Packet generator model

Mesh node and multihop model

Gateway model

Protocol model

Performance calculation
model

Figure 5.5: Matlab simulation blocks
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Mesh node and multi-hop model takes the output from the packet generator block.
It is responsible for: 1) routing packets, 2) node placement and neighbor labeling, 3)
traffic flow check, and 4) executing protocol model when needed. In wireless sensor
networks, most of nodes identify its neighbors by checking received signal strength
indicator (RSSI). In order to simplify simulation process, the simulation program
developed in this section automatically assign nodes locations and label their neighbors.
The model also checks traffic flow of each mesh node: if it exceeds certain threshold
(overloaded), protocol model is executed to re-route the traffic. In the meantime, the
function of gateway model is for packets reception. Packet labeled as received is
considered as a successful transmission, and is output to protocol and performance
calculation models.
The function of protocol model is basically to execute the routing protocols of
interests. In this dissertation, the routing protocols of interest are:
1) TDMA scheduling and Bellman-ford routing algorithm [Capone2010]. It is a
classic routing protocol in wireless mesh network.
2) Link scheduling and expected transmission time based routing [Draves2004].
Expected transmission time is the most-used metric in many mesh routing papers.
3) Joint scheduling and optimized routing [Ning2012]. Due to the optimization
process, this protocol shows better performance than most widely-used routing protocols
in terms of fairness.
4) The centralized routing policy (CR) presented in this dissertation.
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Finally, the function of performance calculation model is to generate results. The
metrics of interests are run time and fairness. Protocols and metrics will be discussed in
the following section.
Parameters considered for simulation are provided in Table 5.2. Number of
gateways is fixed at 5: routing protocols running on mesh nodes are the focus of this
simulation. Mesh nodes are randomly placed in terms of coordinates. The number of
mesh nodes are 9, 35, and 100. The purpose is to show run time differences when there
are different number of nodes in the network.
Table 5.2. Simulation parameters
Parameters

Value

Number of gateways

5

Number of mesh nodes

9, 35, 100

Mesh nodes placement

Random

Packet size

100 bytes

Mesh node capacity

10 KBps

Gateway capacity

Unlimited

Packet arrival rate

0.1s (10 packets/s)

5.3.2 Simulated Routing Protocols
In this section, three algorithms are presented. The first algorithm is a traditional
algorithm combining TDMA scheduling and Bellman–Ford routing protocol (TSBF).
After that, a heuristic algorithm based on link scheduling and expected transmission time
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(ETT) routing metric (HLSE) is presented. At last, a cross-layer optimization protocol
based on joint scheduling and routing optimization algorithm (JSRO) is presented.
A. TDMA Scheduling and Bellman-Ford routing Algorithm
In MAC layer, TDMA scheduling algorithm traverses from the first node to the
last node. In network layer, this algorithm require the knowledge of the links that exist in
the network. It utilizes the classical Bellman–Ford algorithm for shortest path routing.
This algorithm can solve the shortest monophyletic point problem that is similar with
Dijkstra algorithm. However, solving negative edge together with positive edge is a
strong advantage where Bellman–Ford algorithm outperforms Dijkstra algorithm. This
algorithm is simple to implement, however, it requires time synchronization, which is
difficult to achieve in practical sensor network deployment.
B. Heuristic Algorithm based on Link Scheduling and ETT Routing Metric


Scheduling Metric Design
Eq. (5.3) is used to define the priority of each link, and slots are assigned

according to link priority. The MAC layer metric is defined as:

L(i, j)  a

Q
1
 b blocked
1  Qij
1  Qblocked

(5.3)

In Eq. (5.3), Qblocked   ( k ,l ):blocked by (i , j ) Qkl , and Qij means the length of packet
prepared to transmit in link (i,j). A link (k,l) is blocked by (i,j) if k = i or j, or, l = i or j.
The weight factors a and b vary between 0 and 1, satisfying a + b = 1. The smaller
computed metric is the higher priority this link has. The first term gives higher priority to
the links with larger queues. The second term cares about the effects of congestion
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developing on neighboring links that are blocked by the activated links. As shown by
previous study [Ning2012], a=b=0.5 gave the system an optimal performance, and these
are the numbers used for simulation in this section.


ETT Routing Metric
Hop count (shortest path) routing metric is the basic routing metric in Ad-Hoc

network. However, there may be packets drop at both transmitting and receiving nodes.
If the transmitted packets are not received successfully at the receiver, then MAC layer
needs to adopt the retransmit mechanism. Therefore, expected transmission times
(including retransmission times) is an improved routing metric. After k times of
transmissions, the successful transmission probability from source node to destination
node is:

S (k )  p k 1 (1  p )

(5.4)

where p is the packet loss rate. Expected transmission time (ETT) can be obtained by:


ETT   k  S (k )

(5.5)

k 1

It should be noted that Eq. (5.4) assumes that the packet loss rate is independent
with the network size and network characters are symmetrical (i.e., the packet loss
probability from the source to destination or the destination to source are the same).
C. Joint Scheduling and Routing Optimization Algorithm
The joint algorithm conducts the cross-layer optimization between MAC layer
and network layer. To simplify simulation process, the scheduling algorithm in MAC
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layer is the same as in HLSE algorithm. The routing metric is based on optimized
Bellman-Ford algorithm, which is shown below:

D (i, j )  d (

R
Qblock
)  e( ij )
Qij
Rmax

(5.6)

where d and e are weight factors satisfying d + e = 1. Rij is the distance of link (i,j), and
Rmax is the maximal transmission distance.  is a distance coefficient. These parameters
are obtained by mesh node and multi-hop block in the Matlab simulation models.
The smaller value of the computed metric is, the higher priority transmission the
link has. The first item gives higher priority to those links with less congestion and larger
queue of packets, which may benefit for throughput improvement. The second item
encourages the short distance link transmitting first to reduce power consumption and
delay. Eq. (5.6) makes a compromise between throughput and power consumption. As
throughput is the main focus in this section, d = 0.9 and e = 0.1 were chosen for
simulation.

5.3.3 Simulated Routing Protocols
In this section, the above protocols are simulated using the developed Matlab
tools. Simulation programs were verified by comparing results shown in the cited papers
[Capone2010; Draves2004; Ning2012]. Mesh nodes are randomly placed, three different
configurations for total number of mesh nodes are investigated: 9, 35 and 100. Each node
randomly starts to send packets and needs to finish sending 1000 packets (received by
one of the gateways). Two performance metrics: protocol run time and fairness index are
evaluated. Numerical results and analysis are presented in this section.
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A. Protocol Run Time
Protocol run time is defined as the execution time duration between the start and
end of simulation. It is a very useful metric to show time complexity of each protocol.
During simulation, the working station is a Windows 7 laptop with Core i5 CPU clocking
at 2.6GHz and 16G RAM. The Matlab tool version number is R2012a. It should be noted
that the following results are based on the particular working station configuration. 10
simulations were performed for each protocol with 9, 35 and 100 nodes in the network,
respectively. The average protocol run time is shown in Fig. 5.6.

10000
Run time (Sec)

8000
6000
4000
2000
0
TSBF
HLSE
JSRO

100 Nodes
35 Nodes

LBRA
CR
9 Nodes

Figure 5.6: Average protocol run time

From simulation, it shows that when the number of nodes increases, the
performance of all routing protocols decrease sharply. This is due to the fact that when
number of nodes increases, packets will expect an increasing average number of hops to
reach gateways. TSBF has the worst performance when there are 100 nodes in the
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network, resulting averagely more than 2.5 hours to complete a simulation. HLSE
improves the run time performance by 19.3% compared to TSBF. The improvement is
because of the ETT routing metric. Compared to the shortest hop count metric used in
TSBF, expected transmission time provides more routing benefit when there are
congestions at certain links.
It can also be seen from simulation that compared to TSBF and HLSE, JSRO
takes less time to complete a simulation when there are 9 and 35 nodes in the network,
but it takes more time when network size scales up to 100. While the routing optimization
algorithm used in JSRO does provide improvement in link scheduling and identifying
better route, the complexity of optimization also increases along with network size. There
is a tradeoff between routing protocol complexity and performance. It can be derived that
for random topology scenarios, time complexity of optimized Bellman–Ford algorithm is
O(V*E), where V stands for vertex number and E is defined as link edge number. For
traditional Bellman–Ford algorithm, time complexity is estimated as O(1.39*E). This
also explains why JSRO has worse performance than TSBF and HLSE when there are a
large number of nodes in the network.
Finally, the centralized routing has the best performance in all scenarios, resulting
a 25.9% decrease in average protocol run time compared to TSBF when there are 100
nodes in the network. As only the central controller runs the optimization algorithm, in
contrast to the fact that all other three protocols run algorithms locally at each node, there
is a huge boost in overall performance. It should be noted that the setting up time of
controller and initial routes are not considered in simulation. This is a fair assumption as
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controller and initial routes setup are only one-time process before algorithm is running
and the simulation in this section focuses on the protocol performance after nodes start
sending packets. Figure 5.7 shows protocol run time standard deviation. It can be seen
that performance of TSBF and JSRO fluctuate significantly when there are 100 nodes in
network. In the centralized routing scheme, network size has the least impact over its run
time.

Run Time Deviation (Sec)
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Figure 5.7: Run time standard deviation

B. Fairness Index
Since the transmission between two nodes is fulfilled by link transmission,
fairness obtained by the link transmission opportunity is the main concern in this section.
Generally, traffic distribution can be weighed among different mesh nodes and an index
which can generalize traffic diversity with statistical characteristics is defined as:
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F (N ) 

1 N N
 uk  un
2 N 2u k 1 n 1

(5.9)

Herein, N stands for the total number of mesh nodes in the network, and un is the
network traffic coming from the nth mesh node, and u is the arithmetic average of all
individuals un, that is
N

u   ui / N

(5.10)

i 1

It is suggested in [Dianati2005] that, when index F is lower than 0.2, the network
traffic distribution is extremely fair. When index F locates between 0.2 and 0.3, it means
the network traffic distribution is fair. When index F locates between 0.4 and 0.5, it
means there is a big gap for the network traffic distribution. When index F is larger than
0.5, it means there is a great disparity among traffic distribution. Table 5.3 shows the
average fairness index calculated from simulation results. Figure 5.8 plots the average
fairness index curve with error bars.
Table 5.3: Calculated average fairness index
Protocols

9 Nodes

35 Nodes

100 Nodes

TSBF

0.2837

0.3533

0.5287

HLSE

0.1973

0.3328

0.4672

JSRO

0.1272

0.2258

0.4102

CR

0.0998

0.1165

0.1977
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Figure 5.8: Fairness index at different number of nodes

When network size grows, all protocols suffer decreased performance in fairness.
This result is as expected as the goal of all protocols is to alleviate traffic load in the
bottleneck node and encourage edge links to transmit packets. When network size grows,
there will be more “center” nodes suffering overload traffic due to inadequate edge links
available. However, even when there are 100 nodes in the network, fairness index for the
centralized routing scheme is still less than 0.2, demonstrating an extremely fair network
traffic distribution. In this case, its fairness index drops 62.6%, 57.7%, and 51.8%,
respectively, compared to TSBF, HLSE, and JSRO. Central controller finds the best
routes for packet transmissions with a maximal traffic load threshold at each mesh node,
which effectively prevents the network from overloading single node.

5.4 OpenFlow Based Wireless Mesh Infrastructure
To practically implement protocol, special network architecture is needed.
Current architecture is tied to one behavior based on the underlying routing protocol. One
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cannot easily change the routing behavior for various network operations. By applying
one of the Software Defined Network (SDN) implementations—OpenFlow, on top of the
wireless mesh network, one can more easily install new routing logic by using a
centralized controller. In this section, OpenFlow protocol is introduced to help implement
traffic redirection. OpenFlow based wireless infrastructure are presented next. With the
help of OpenFlow, real-time packet redirection becomes feasible by inserting customized
flow rules. The OpenFlow controller is able to make centralized decisions on how to
optimally route traffic so that the computational burden at each node is minimized.

5.4.1 Overview
The OpenFlow based wireless infrastructure was inspired by the following
observation: WMNs are mainly used as relay networks for sending and receiving
information to and from mesh clients via mesh nodes. The OpenFlow controller on the
remote server is able to monitor mesh nodes in the WMN and acquire information from
them through a secure tunnel. It is possible to shift the route calculation tasks that are
typically done by mesh nodes in most distributed protocols to the central controller. In
our approach, the controller determines the routes between mesh nodes and Internet
gateways and allocates appropriate bandwidth for each traffic flow. To this end, the
controller must be aware of the network topology, path quality, node traffic, and distance
from each node to every Internet gateway. Distance is measured as the length of the
shortest path, with respect to a given routing metric (e.g. hop count). The central
controller can easily obtain this information because WMN nodes are typically static (or
quasi-static) when there are no node failures. In this work, such information is retrieved
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by node discovery protocol and NPMT. Based on the collected information, the controller
determines optimal routes and configures the mesh nodes accordingly.
Our wireless infrastructure has several advantages over existing WMNs based on
distributed solutions. In contrast to existing solutions that focus on maintaining
connectivity, our solution also considers the issue of traffic fairness among nodes in the
WMN. Moreover, since the routing and bandwidth allocation decisions are made at the
controller, the mesh nodes need only modest computational capabilities.

5.4.2 OpenFlow Protocol
OpenFlow is a new industry specification for an open protocol to program flow
tables in networking devices. OpenFlow controllers can eliminate the need of
programming each networking device independently. The OpenFlow specification
defines the interfaces between external controllers and the networking devices as well as
many of the external controller functions in terms of setting up flows based upon service
profile definitions.
In legacy switch/router structures, there will be a control domain for making
packet forwarding decisions between different ports and a forwarding domain where the
actual packet forwarding happens, based on the forwarding/routing tables. As there will
be no longer control domain residing at an OpenFlow enabled switch/router, the
forwarding domain can be kept simple to only contain certain rules for traffic flow
processing. The functionality of the control domain is now moved to a network control
server, which is also referred as an OpenFlow controller [OpenFlow]. It can intercept and
manipulate the packet headers when the incoming traffic belong to the pre-set rules and
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output those packets to any port(s) as needed [McKeown2008]. It is one of this
dissertation’s contributions that a practical application of OpenFlow enabled wireless
mesh network infrastructure for environmental monitoring purposes is demonstrated.
Figure 5.9 shows the structure comparison between legacy and OpenFlow enabled
routers.
Legacy Router

Controller

Control Domain

OpenFlow protocol,
secure channel

Route calculating
and updating

OpenFlow
Router

Flow table

Routing table

Rule matching,
port forwarding

Address matching,
port forwarding

Forwarding Domain

Forwarding Domain

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Structure comparison between (a) a legacy router and (b) an OpenFlow
router.

5.4.3 OpenFlow Enabled Wireless Mesh Nodes
There are generally four components in a typical mesh based wireless
infrastructure mesh clients, mesh nodes, Internet gateways, and remote servers. In this
dissertation, each mesh node (or Internet gateway) is OpenFlow-enabled and responsible
for mesh connectivity and traffic routing and is split into two virtual planes, a data plane
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and a control plane. The control plane no longer resides only on the switch, but is
implemented on a remote server that runs a network-wide controller. The data plane is
abstracted as a set of rules, composed of a flow table for flow-processing. Network
virtualization is achieved by installing OpenFlow switch software at each device [OVS].
Data traffic relies on the OpenFlow data plane to reach remote servers through data
interfaces.
A. In-band control network
A fundamental requirement of an OpenFlow deployment is that IP connectivity
needs to be assured for the communication between the OpenFlow switches and
controller, which runs over TCP (or SSL). Using the OpenFlow terminology, this control
can happen “in-band”, if the same network is used to transfer both data and OpenFlow
control traffic, or “out-of-band” if different networks are used. Normally, the control and
data interfaces of a single mesh node are two different physical interfaces. Control traffic
is usually referred as out-of-band traffic because data traffic does not share the same path
with control traffic. In this work, however, there is only one physical interface on each
mesh node for multi-hop connectivity and traffic flow (the Internet gateway has two
interfaces, one is for Internet connectivity only).
A solution to create an OpenFlow wireless mesh with out-of-band control was
proposed in [Dely2011], using different SSIDs for the control and data network. But it
relies on the capability of the wireless driver to support multiple SSIDs. Differently, in
this paper an architecture which uses a single SSID, in-band control strategy is presented.
A secure virtual private network (VPN) tunnel is created as the control path for each
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mesh node or Internet gateway. A VPN client thus resides on each mesh node for VPN
connection. Sockets are used by data path components to communicate locally with
control path components.
In aim to deploy an in-band control, the control-rules need to be locally setup to
forward OpenFlow control packets, which are packets with destination IP address
belonging to the control-subnet. To this aim, BATMAN routing protocol is utilized to
learn the topology of the control-subnet and then exploit this knowledge to setup the
control-rules. Accordingly, a BATMAN routing instance runs on each mesh node and the
IP address of the controller is also advertised by BATMAN.

BATMAN
Daemon
BATMAN
Packets

OpenFlow Switch
Flow Table

Writes the
routing table

MAC Address List

Dummy IP
Routing Table

Writes flow tables for
control subnet
Packets

Figure 5.10: OpenFlow and BATMAN interaction

Figure 5.10 reports the main entities of a mesh node involved in the interplay
between BATMAN and OpenFlow. The control rules used by OpenFlow message are
configured by inspecting an IP routing table handled by the BATMAN daemon. This IP
routing table configured is a “dummy” one, i.e. not actually used by the operating system
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when forwarding IP packets. In the Linux case this is a user defined routing table,
different from the kernel main one, and never referenced in the Routing Policy Data
Base.
An entry of the dummy routing table has the form <control subnet IP address/32,
next-hop, output interface>; it is then converted in a rule of the OpenFlow table whose
match is “IP destination == control subnet IP address” and whose action is “change
source MAC address with the MAC address of outgoing interface and the destination
MAC address with the MAC address of the next-hop”. Therefore BATMAN daemon
needs to know the MAC addresses of the mesh nodes; this IP-to-MAC translation can be
provided offline or can be distributed by a BATMAN plug-in, so that each mesh node can
learn the MAC addresses of all other mesh nodes. To follow topology change, a timeout
(e.g. 60s) is set to the inserted control-rules and at the timeout expiration the dummy IP
table is dumped again on the OpenFlow Table. In addition to the control-rules used to
route OpenFlow traffic, the flow tables are also filled with other control-rules needed to
support the BATMAN operations. These rules are used to forward the incoming
BATMAN packets to the BATMAN daemon in the mesh node and to let the outgoing
BATMAN packets exit from the proper interfaces.
B. Data Network
The diagram of an OpenFlow-enabled wireless mesh node is shown in Fig. 5.11.
It includes: one wireless interface belonging to the Wireless Mesh Network (wlan0); an
optional wired interface towards sensor data access networks (eth0); an optional wired
interface used as a gateway to the Internet (eth1); a virtual interface br0, which is a
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software bridge using OpenFlow switching logic, e.g. Open vSwitch. A generic “real”
mesh node may have additional wireless or wired interfaces towards sensor data access
network and additional wireless interfaces can be bridged to br0 if a multi-channel mesh
nodes is used.

Data Access
Network (from
local sensors)

OpenFlow
Controller

BATMAN
Daemon

Floodlight
Control Rules

eth0
br0

Data Rules
Configuration

OpenFlow Switch
Flow Table
Internet
Gateway

eth1
wlan0

Figure 5.11: OpenFlow-enabled wireless mesh node

The br0 interface has an IP address belonging to the control-subnet, wlan0 does
not have an IP address, eth0 has an address of the sensor data access networks subnet and
eth1 of the subnet connected to the Internet. BATMAN daemon is connected to br0, and
br0 is used as destination for any packets generated by the node and directed towards the
mesh nodes. To this aim, a trick of inserting in the main routing table of Linux a fake IP
address (e.g. 10.0.254.254) is used as gateway of all the routes whose outgoing interface
is br0 (i.e. of the routes directed toward the WMN). To avoid ARP generation, a fake
MAC address for the fake IP address is inserted in the ARP table.
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The data packet will be received by a mesh node on its sensor data access network
interface. Then a match is searched in the flow table. In case a match is found, the related
action is carried out. Otherwise, the IP packet is embedded in an OpenFlow packet-in,
which is transferred to the controller using the in-band control network. When the
controller receives the packet-in, it applies the programmed routing logic, e.g. the one
presented in this dissertation.
To support controller operations, the IP subnets of the sensor data access
networks are advertised by mesh nodes and gateways by BATMAN. Moreover, gateways
also advertise the default route 0.0.0.0/0. In doing so, each mesh node knows the full
network topology and the controller can inquiry the connected mesh nodes to learn this
information, which is fundamental to implement traffic engineering logic for data traffic
C. Wireless Mesh Network Architecture
As illustrated in Fig. 5.12, OpenFlow creates a secure channel between the data
plane and network controller with a set of rules, including several properties, an
expiration time and a list of actions. The properties specify packet source, original header
values, and switch ports. When a packet arrives at the switch network interface but no
matching rule is found, the packets are encapsulated and forwarded to the network
controller. Otherwise, actions allow us to manipulate packet headers, outputing packets to
a particular switch port based on the rules. The network controller runs applications that
are aware of the flow a packet belongs to and the flow properties through a control plane
path, while determining the route for packets through data plane path. In this work,
BATMAN is implemented on top of the physical layer to allow node discovery and
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multi-hop connectivity between the virtual control interfaces. The centralized routing
process is implemented on top of the IP layer with the help of the OpenFlow controller by
redirecting traffic flows along the determined routes. Connectivity to the remote server is
achieved using one or more Internet gateways. A network performance measurement
client resides at each mesh node and Internet gateway providing information as needed.
Network Performance
Measurement Tool Client

Routing process

OpenFlow
Control Path

OpenFlow Data Path

VPN Client

Internet
Interface
(Internet
gateway only)

To Internet

IP Layer

Physical Interface

From OpenFlow controller
secure VPN tunnel
control plane

To remote server
data plane

To remote server
data plane

Figure 5.12: Architecture of an OpenFlow enabled mesh node (or an Internet gateway,
with an additional Internet interface)

As shown in Fig. 5.13, the architecture of the remote server consists of a network
performance measurement tool server, an OpenFlow controller, a VPN server, and a
memory space for data reception. The performance server queries information from mesh
nodes and Internet gateway(s) and builds a database used for calculating the routing
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process. The database also contains a network graph built from connectivity information
provided by the discovery protocol. The main purpose of the OpenFlow controller is to
perform basic load balancing tasks, such as redirecting traffic flows and managing
network addresses. The controller has full access to the database, thus it will control
traffic according to (soft) real-time routing information.
Control rules

Information data flow

Internet Interface

VPN Server

OpenFlow Controller

Memory Space
Query and analyze

Routing Process

Performance Measurement Server

Figure 5.13: Architecture of the remote server

Scenarios where nodes fail and new nodes are added are also discussed in this
dissertation: the OpenFlow controller is informed of network topology changes and it
updates routes based on the new network graphs; when a new node joins the network,
changes in the database trigger recalculation of the routing process, and new flow rules
will be installed accordingly. How to technically implement data flow path setup and
redirections is explained in detail at Appendix E.
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5.5 Routing Performance Evaluation: Demo
In this section, experimental demonstration of routing performance is presented.
The protocol is implemented in embedded X86 based devices with the aid of OpenFlow
to utilize centralized control.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup
We built a testbed to show the capabilities of centralized routing using various
hardware and software components. The testbed is comprised of a server, Internet
gateways and OpenFlow-enabled mesh nodes. We used a Dell Optiplex server with Intel
R CoreTM i7-3770 CPU and 16 GiB memory for calculating the routes, operating an
OpenFlow network controller and the management server. We used Floodlight as the
OpenFlow network controller. An embedded X86 device - PCEngine, was chosen to
work as mesh nodes and Internet gateways, due to its extensible memory, radio
adaptability via PCI cards, (relatively) low power consumption, and low cost. IEEE
802.11 standard based mini-PCI cards was used for communication between individual
nodes. The mesh nodes were built on the Debian (6.0) operating system using the
OpenFlow reference implementation for control and data paths. Internet gateways were
connected to the server through Ethernet and their wireless PCI interface was bridged to
create the subnet for communicating with mesh nodes. It is worth noting that route
computations are performed at the server, this centralized protocol greatly decreases the
computational burden on individual nodes.
The test network is composed of nine OpenFlow-enabled mesh nodes deployed in
a multi-hop fashion. A mesh node can either produce data (from locally connected
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sensors) or receive data packets from other nodes when it acts as a relay node. There are
two Internet gateways that relay data to the remote server, where sensor data from all the
nodes is processed and stored. Node at a certain hop will relay data packet to its peer
node at the next hop in the direction to the remote server. The test network topology is
deployed in office as shown in Fig. 5.14.
OpenFlow-Enabled Mesh nodes
7

1
9

Internet Gateway

6

Server

1

Ethernet to
Server

2

5

S

2
4

8

3

Figure 5.14: Test network topology

The deployment is implemented using the wireless infrastructure introduced in
previous section. Transmit power and antenna gain are tuned carefully to simulate
different distances of mesh nodes, such that each node can only reach mesh nodes within
a certain transmit range. The resulting next-hop neighbors of each mesh node are listed in
Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: List of next hop neighbors
Node ID

Next Hop Neighbor Node ID

1

Internet Gateways 1, 2, mesh node2

2

Internet Gateways 1, 2

3

Mesh nodes 4, 5
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4

Internet Gateways 1, 2, mesh nodes 1, 2

5

Mesh nodes 1, 2, 3, 4

6

Mesh nodes 1, 2, 5, 7

7

Mesh nodes 1, 6, 9

8

Mesh nodes 3, 5, 6, 9

9

Mesh nodes 5, 6, 7, 8

5.5.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the control traffic overhead raised by OpenFlow is firstly
investigated. Two important performance metrics are then evaluated to analyze the
performance of proposed routing protocol: 1) accumulated data traffic at mesh nodes, and
2) network response time to topology changes.
A. Control Traffic Overhead
OpenFlow creates control traffic when new rules are installed, statistics are
queried and through the heart beat signal that mesh nodes send to the network control
server. The amount of control traffic that is created when installing rules at different rates
at random nodes in the network depicted in Fig. 5.14. As traffic is relayed over multiple
hops it is counted each time it is transmitted wirelessly. In Fig. 5.15, the OpenFlow
control traffic rates is compared with the control traffic created by BATMAN, which
provides the basic routing infrastructure. As expected, the OpenFlow control traffic
increases as the rule installation rate increases, while BATMAN traffic stays constant.
With 19 new rules per second, the additional control traffic introduced by OpenFlow is
about 26 kbit/s and the total control traffic is about 5 times higher compared to a case
where only BATMAN is used. However, compared to the achievable throughput, the
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control traffic is still low and for certain scenarios, much lower rule installation rates can
be anticipated. Compared to a pure BATMAN network, OpenFlow adds some extra
control traffic, but the amount is relatively small.

Combined Control Traffic (Kbit/s)

26
23
BATMAN Traffic
OpenFlow Traffic
18

13

8

3
1

6

11
Rule Installation Rate (Rules/Sec)

16

19

Figure 5.15: Aggregated traffic at mesh nodes

However, scalability is a major concern when using centralized schemes such as
OpenFlow. As the network size increases, more heart beat signals are generated and
potentially more rules need to be installed. The results from this small test network show
that the amount of control traffic generated by each mesh router is in the order of a few
kbit/s. Scalability issues should be investigated further in later work.
B. Accumulated Data Traffic at Mesh Nodes
Accumulated data traffic is calculated by counting the number of received data
packets at each mesh node. Under this test scenario, mesh nodes 8 and 9 are source nodes
that continuously send UDP data traffic bound for the remote server that is relayed by
other mesh nodes (1-7) and Internet gateways (1-2). The packet size of UDP datagram is
set at 200 Bytes and the UDP traffic bandwidth is set at 4 Mbps. The accumulated data
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traffic at each mesh node when centralized routing is used and not used is compared.
Figure 5.16 shows the results.
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Figure 5.16: Aggregated traffic at mesh nodes

When centralized routing is not used, a mesh node selects its neighbor and routes
by querying nodes within transmission range. Once the neighbor is identified, the traffic
flow is unicast between mesh node and neighbor. As shown in Fig. 5.16, only mesh
nodes 1, 2, 5 and 6 have data traffic, but nodes 3, 4 and 7 are idle. This is not an ideal
solution for uplink data transit in wireless mesh networking.
When centralized routing is used, data traffic is balanced among all of the mesh
nodes. It allows mesh nodes to transmit traffic flow in multiple paths. Therefore, node 9
splits its traffic to nodes 6 and 7 while node 8 splits to nodes 3 and 5. These neighbor
nodes split their relay traffic in the same way to reach the Internet gateways.
C. Network Response Time to Topology Changes
Network response time is defined as the duration from the time when there is a
change in network topology (e.g. a new node joins the network or an existing node fails)
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to the time when the server has set up the best routes for the updated topology. When a
new node joins the network in multi-hop wireless network, it sends broadcast packets to
locate its immediate neighbors at the next hop (neighbor discover). Nodes that receive the
broadcast beacon respond with an acknowledgement packet indicating that a neighbor
has been found. In a traditional mesh network, the new node needs to evaluate responses
of all its neighbors to identify the best route (route discover). In an OpenFlow-based
mesh network, the new nodes location and path quality information are sent to the server
by its nearest neighbor using the existing route (server notification). The controller
residing at the server is able to recalculate the best routes based on the routing process
(route setup). When an existing node fails and disappears from the topology, mesh nodes
in a traditional network must check with their next hop peers to form best routes, while
the controller in OpenFlow based network notices nodes failure instantly.
The centralized control methodology provides short response times and robust
network performance, beneficial attributes for many wireless mesh applications. The
performance of network response time is also evaluated under different testing scenarios:
when a new node joins the network, and when an existing node fails and leaves the
network. For each scenario, network response time is calculated with OpenFlow and
BATMAN. The testing scenarios and how network responds at each scenario are
summarized in Table 5.5. For example, when a new node joins a network with BATMAN,
the network identifies the new node by going through “neighbor discover”, “route
discover”, and “server notification” events. However, if a new node joins a network with
OpenFlow, it goes through “neighbor discover”, “server notification”, and “route setup”
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events. As “route discover” takes much longer time than “route setup”, a much less
network response time is expected. The same methodology applies to the scenarios when
an existing node fails.
Table 5.5: Network response time calculation under different testing scenarios
Testing Scenarios

Response Time Calculation (Events)

New node

With

Neighbor discover, route discover, server

joins

BATMANM

notification

With OpenFlow

Neighbor discover, server notification, route
setup

Existing node

With

Neighbor discover, route discover, server

fails

BATMANM

notification

With OpenFlow

Server notification, route setup

Moreover, each scenario is tested at different number of mesh nodes in the
network. The corresponding network configuration is listed in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Network configuration with different number of mesh nodes
Number of Nodes in Network
Two nodes in network: nodes 1~2

Network Topology Change
Node 5 joins

Four nodes in network: nodes 1~4 network
Six nodes in network: nodes 1~6
Eight nodes in network: nodes

Node 9 joins

Node 1 fails and leaves
network

network

1~8
Each mesh node reports its status every second. The transmit packet interval is
also set as one second for the sake of easy implementation. Network response time is
measured by checking event timestamps. It can be clearly seen in the evaluation results in
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Fig. 5.17 that network responds to topology changes much faster when using OpenFlow.
In particular, the average response time decrease is 48.2% when a new node joins the
network and 82.7% when an existing node fails and leaves. Because the server instantly
notices a nodes failure, it removes the time for node neighbor discovery events, resulting
the lowest network response time. It’s worth mentioning that network response time
increases as the number of mesh nodes increases at all scenarios. This phenomenon is as
expected when there are more nodes in the network because: 1) if a new node joins, it
needs to go through a greater number of hops to notify the server, and 2) if a node fails, it
takes longer for mesh nodes to relocate to their new neighbors and notify the server.
Using centralized routing saves time on relocating new neighbors and setting up new
routes, thus demonstrating its efficiency at managing topology changes in wireless mesh

Network Response Time (Sec)

networking.

8

New nodes
BATMAN
New
node joins,
joins,with
without
LBRA
New nodes
New
node joins,
joins,with
withOpenFlow
LBRA
Node fails,
BATMAN
Node
fails,with
without
LBRA

6

Node fails,
Node
fails,with
withOpenFlow
LBRA

4

2

0
2

4
6
8
Number of Mesh Nodes
Figure 5.17: Network response time under different testing scenario
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5.6 Summary
The multi-tier network architecture based on wireless mesh nodes presented in
this chapter provides a base platform that can be adapted to various deployment
environments. However, traditional mesh networks and routing protocols have limitations
in managing network topology changes and maintaining network utilization. A simple
routing policy based on central controller is studied in this chapter to address the
challenges. The principle, architecture, simulation, and technical implementation of the
centralized routing algorithm are explained in detail. The architecture and protocol design
presented in this chapter can serve as a useful and pragmatic wireless monitoring
framework with centralized control. It can foster innovation in advanced routing and
traffic engineering, and more in general, the optimization of the use of limited
communication resources of wireless mesh networks.
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CHAPTER SIX

6 CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Contributions
As an attempt to help understanding wireless sensor networks from aspects of
communication reliability, network architecture and operations with low and dynamic
power sources, this dissertation offers approaches of evaluating/modeling performance of
reliable and sustainable wireless sensor data transmissions for various WSN applications
and provides solutions for sustainable wireless sensor network operations based on low
power energy harvesting devices. The main contributions of the dissertation are
summarized as follows.

6.1.1 Communication Reliability
A simple framework design for modeling wireless data transmission in
deterministic channels is presented in this section. Mathematical models to capture the
key characteristics of specific wireless channels based on surface roughness parameters
are introduced. Two transmission error control methods: ARQ and error avoidance for
wireless sensors in rotating environments are then studied. Models for constant packet
rate and saturation throughputs and energy efficiency calculation are derived. In order to
validate models, experiments were carried out to measure performance under different
schemes: ARQ, partial error avoidance and complete error avoidance. Important results
are summarized as follows:
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The use of ARQ provides a way of implementing reliable transmission: packets
that are not acknowledged are retransmitted immediately after timeout. However,
there will be energy wasted on retransmissions. Error avoidance algorithm
implemented in this dissertation can greatly decrease retransmission counts, as it
avoids packet transmission if it is traversing a high-error region.



Throughput and energy efficiency calculated from the model match well with
experimental measurements.



Wireless channel’s spatial properties can be characterized by surface roughness. It
is shown that under different packet error rate profiles, using error avoidance and
ARQ have different performance improvements. The preference of selecting
reliability control methods can be guided by the surface roughness parameters
extracted from packet error rate profiles.

6.1.2 Operation with Low and Dynamic Power Sources
Based on the systematic study of MFC and PMS output properties as shown in
Appendix A, this part of dissertation presents the design and performance evaluation
through simulations of a communication protocol for wireless sensor networks with
dynamic and limited energy harvesting source—MFC to be more specific. The protocol
includes the following key properties.


Firstly, a duty-cycle based energy neutral transmission sleep/wakeup policy
between peer nodes is proposed to guarantee packet reception.



Secondly, an energy neutral joint scheduling and routing protocol in multi-hop
MFC networks is introduced, aiming to provide network-wide packet
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communications under extremely limited node resource such as ultra-low power
supply.


Finally, a simulation tool is developed to evaluate the protocol performance.
Simulation results show that the proposed communication protocol is able to
provide sustainable and reliable data transmission with low and dynamic power
input.

6.1.3 Multi-tier Network Architecture
Due to the complexity of remote environmental monitoring, there are many
factors to consider when deploying a sensor network. The wireless mesh node based
multi-tier network architecture presented in this dissertation provides a base platform
where new routing logics can be easily added for different application objectives. Key
contributions are summarized as follows:


A new network architecture that allows for the flexible and efficient use of
OpenFlow in wireless mesh network is presented. By integrating the centralized
routing protocol, the architecture allows for an assessment of the link quality and
self-configuration for better resource distribution fairness in wireless mesh
networks.



To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach, simulation tools were
developed to compare performance and realistic test cases were implemented to
enable data path setup and redirecting. The presented platform serves as a useful
and pragmatic wireless monitoring framework with centralized control.
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6.2 Future Work
The knowledge derived from study of the systems, models and protocols in this
work provides a useful framework for designing future WSNs. There are a number of
promising research areas that could be pursued to address the limitations of this
dissertation and extend it further. A discussion of the directions in which current
dissertation can be extended is listed in this section.

6.2.1 Accurate Event Detection
The presented protocol in this dissertation aiming to achieve communication
reliability ignores the importance of an accurate event identification mechanism by
assuming that the event of interest has been accurately identified by the sensor node(s).
Thus, one of the major challenges for reliability protocols is an accurate event
identification mechanism, which is an essential characteristic of an event driven wireless
sensor network. Once the events are accurately identified, then only a single packet
carrying information about the event would be enough for the sink instead of receiving all
the packets from the involved sensor nodes. This approach requires the sensor nodes to
suppress the transmission of packets that carry duplicate information about an event,
typically those that have been generated by sensors in the same sensing region, by
exploiting spatio-temporal correlation among the closely located sensor nodes.

6.2.2 Adaptive Transmit Power Control
An adaptive power control and management mechanism can significantly save the
power consumption of transmitters and extend life time. In many sensor radio
applications on manufacturing machines, the physical distance between the transmitter
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and the receiver is not necessarily large. This type of radio placement ensures, at the
majority of the transmitter locations on the rotation circular route, the radio channel
enjoys low power attenuation with occasional high power attenuation occurrences. Given
the precise information of the time-varying power attenuation, the transmitter is able to
intelligently adjust the transmit power to achieve an optimum tradeoff between power
saving and transmission success.

6.2.3 Protocol Development for MFC Network with Wireless Errors
In the communication protocol design with MFC WSNs, if a data packet is lost,
the lost data packet will have to be retransmitted in a later cycle, which will result in
lower throughput and longer node-to-sink delay. The numerical evaluation in the
dissertation was carried out without assuming channel-induced errors to provide an upper
bound performance assessment for such systems. As future work, the impact of
transmission errors on the performance can be taken into consideration to provide more
accurate performance modeling and communication scheduling designs.

6.2.4 Mesh Infrastructure for Dense Area Monitoring
In the future, the infrastructure studied in this dissertation is expected to be
deployed for large and dense areas to generate more performance test results. The
monitoring stations will be deployed in three different locations, covering 5 to 10 square
miles. The infrastructure consists of a dedicated backhaul wireless hybrid network, using
Wi-Fi based traditional and mesh network configurations which will operate at radios
frequencies of 2.4 GHz and 900 MHz. The deployed wireless networks will be connected
to the Internet using public and private networks. Moreover, to control and monitor
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hundreds of deployed nodes, utilizing OpenFlow more efficiently to manage deployed
network and load balancing of the data generated from the sensor networks will be
another interesting to pursue.

6.2.5 Improving OpenFlow-Enabled Wireless Network
As indicated in the dissertation, there are still several limitations of using
OpenFlow in wireless networks. For example, if in-band control path is utilized, control
messages could be lost due to the unreliability of wireless links. How to prevent in-band
control paths from being interrupted by wireless link errors requires further study.
Control overhead and scalability is another issue in OpenFlow-enabled wireless
networks. When the network scale increases, the amount of control messages
significantly increases. It may be a serious problem if the wireless link bandwidth is
limited. Adding additional radios is a possible solution, but how to solve the problem in a
cost-effective way remains an open challenge.

6.2.6 Security and Privacy Considerations
The deployments of WSNs for monitoring purposes present an easy target for
various security and privacy attacks. The existing communication protocols and
platforms are confined only to the reliable transmission of sensor data information. They
ignore the cases of information manipulation (e.g., injecting false information) or
corruption of sensor nodes for collection of unauthorized information (e.g., misrouting
packets). It is thus desirable to consider the reliability of the collected information by
addressing the security and privacy risks in WSNs.
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7

Appendix A

Microbial Fuel Cell and Power Management System
In this section, an experimental MFC testbed and a transformer-based PMS are
designed and implemented. Optimal capacitor value is selected so that PMS output is
maximized given the MFC’s charging properties. MFC and PMS output performance is
systematically evaluated to provide fundamental basis for the sustainable communication
protocol design.

A.1 Experimental MFC and PMS Setup
MFC Testbed Setup
A single-chamber air-cathode MFC reactor was constructed as shown in Figure
A.1, and the reactor had an anodic chamber volume of 316 ml. The anode was made of
0.381 mm thick carbon cloth (CCP30CM, Fuel Cell Earth, Stoneham, MA, USA). The
cathode was made of 0.28 mm thick carbon paper (TGP-H-090, Fuel Cell Earth,
Stoneham, MA , USA), which was covered with Pt-catalyst (XC-72, Fuel Cell Store,
Boulder, CO, USA). Each of the electrodes, apart by 2.5 cm and separated by a 0.18 mm
thick Nafion membrane (N117, DuPont, Wilmington, DE, USA), had a diameter of 12.7
cm. The Nafion membrane was sequentially soaked in H2O2 (3%) at 50°C, deionized
water at 80°C, 0.5M H2SO4 at 50°C, and deionized water at 80°C (each for 1 hour)
immediately prior to the experiment. A piece of stainless steel mesh was used to prevent
the deformation of the cathode.
Domestic wastewater bacteria have been shown to be suitable biocatalysts for
MFC-based electricity production [Park2003]. Anaerobic domestic wastewater
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(Greenville Wastewater Treatment Plant, Greenville, SC, USA) was used as both the
inoculum and the substrate during the inoculation process. Additional nutrient medium
was prepared to mix with the anaerobic wastewater at the ratio of 1.5:1. The deionized
water-based medium, around PH 7, was prepared as follows (per liter): 310 mg NH4Cl,
130 mg KCl, 2,690 mg NaH2PO4∙H2O, 4,330 mg Na2HPO4, 1,510 mg NaCl, 0.15 mg
FeCl24H2O, 0.006 mg H3BO3, 0.009 mg MnSO4H2O, 0.012 mg Co(NO3)26H2O, 0.0132
mg ZnSO47H2O, 0.0025 mg NiCl26H2O, 0.0014 mg CuCl2, 0.0025 mg Na2MoO42H2O,
0.00088 ml 37% HCl and 4 ml sodium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
Stainless
steel mesh

Effluent
Nafion membrane

Cathode
MFC
output
Deoxygenated
supernatant

Anode
Influent

Peristaltic pump

Figure A.1: Single-chamber air-cathode MFC reactor

During inoculation, the MFC reactor was first filled with the anaerobic domestic
wastewater and nutrient medium solution and was operated under the batch mode. With
an external 1 kΩ resistor connected, the MFC output voltage increased from zero and
surpassed 0.605 V, and a rapid current increase was observed. The inoculation process
was considered finished after the output voltage had stayed around 0.605 V for five days.
After inoculation, the inoculation solution was replaced with deoxygenated
wastewater supernatant (Clemson Wastewater Treatment Plant, Clemson, SC, USA), 10
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mM sodium acetate, and 30 mM NaCl. Acetate was added to avoid the substrate
limitation on current in that the study of such limitations is beyond the scope of this
study. The resulting supernatant-based substrate was approximately PH 6.4. This
substrate was continuously instilled into the MFC reactor using a peristaltic pump (ColeParmer, Chicago, IL, USA) at 0.4 ml/min (equivalent a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of
13.2 h in this study). The entire experiment was performed with a 1 kΩ resistor
connected under room temperature.
Transformer-Based Power Management System for MFC
Different PMS’ for MFC power harvesting have been studied for intermittent load
driving applications such as intermittent wireless transmission of sensed information. The
simplest PMS can be implemented by directly connecting a super-capacitor to an MFC to
increase and control the electrical potential generated by an MFC [Shantaram2005]; with
this setup, however, the highest achievable output voltage is equal to the MFC output
voltage, meaning that only very little energy can be stored and utilized per cycle. A
simple improvement can be made by adding a charge pump before the super-capacitor
and a DC/DC converter after the super-capacitor, such that the load is driven only when a
predefined threshold voltage is reached [Meehan2011]. Such a PMS is good for
MFCs’low-voltage outputs, but it only works if the MFC output voltage is high enough to
drive the charge pump (e.g., 0.3 V). Its charging/discharging cycle is also much longer
since the charging speed is limited by the charge pump.
To lower the input voltage requirement without sacrificing the charging speed,
this study proposes to use a transformer to replace the charge pump as shown in Figure
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A.2. This capacitor-transformer-converter PMS circuit utilizes two super-capacitors: one
is connected to the MFC, and the other is placed after the DC/DC converter. The first
super-capacitor ( C 1 ), which is to be optimized, accumulates energy from the MFC and
drives the following DC/DC converter. The second super-capacitor ( C 2 ), whose
capacitance must be determined based on the target load, stores power from the DC/DC
converter and drives the load in bursts with high voltage and current as demanded by
different applications.
Power Management System

MFC

First SuperCapacitor

Switch
Circuit

Transformer

C1

DC/DC
Boost
Converter

Second SuperCapacitor

Switch
Circuit

Load

C2

Figure A.2: Transformer-based power management system

PMS Circuit Implementation
The detailed design of the proposed PMS circuit is shown in Figure A.3. The
voltage step-up converter used was LTC3108 (Linear Technology, Milpitas, CA, USA)
[LTC3108]. The first super-capacitor ( C 1 ) is first charged by the low-voltage output of
the MFC, and Switch 1 is utilized to prevent the transformer and LTC3108 from drawing
current from the first super-capacitor while it is being charged. Switch 1 is comprised of a
Germanium transistor and an ALD110800 MOSFET (Advanced Linear Device,
Sunnyvale, CA). The selected MOSFET has a typical zero gate threshold voltage.
The discharging voltage Vd is the rising threshold voltage of the Germanium
transistor, and the charging voltage Vc is the falling threshold voltage of the transistor.
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When the voltage of the super-capacitor reaches the turn-on voltage of the switch (0.41
V, discharging voltage Vd), the transistor functions and a voltage difference is applied at
MOSFET, which makes MOSFET work and Switch 1 close. After Switch 1 closes, the
first super-capacitor works as the energy source to power the rest of the PMS system and
load. The voltage of the first super-capacitor is then amplified by the transformer
(LPR6235-752SML, Coilcraft, Cary, IL, USA). The amplified voltage is then rectified by
an internal rectifier circuit. While the first super-capacitor discharges, the second supercapacitor ( C 2 ) then begins the charging cycle.
Switch 1

DC/DC
Boost Converter

Power Management
System

Load

MFC

Transformer

C1

To be
optimized

SW

GND
MICAz

LTC3108
VS2

Switch 2

MDA300
VCC GND

VOUT
C2

Figure A.3: PMS detailed circuit implementation

Switch 1 remains closed until the input voltage drops to Vc (0.18 V), which makes
the transistor completely shut. Once Switch 1 is open, the first super-capacitor begins
being charged again. This process iterates until the voltage of the second super-capacitor
reaches a target voltage specified by the application (such as 3.3 V for a typical wireless
sensor device). Then Switch 2 closes to power the application load. Switch 2 is used to
prevent the load from drawing current from the second super-capacitor before it reaches
the target voltage.
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To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed transformer-based PMS, the energy
harvested from the MFC was used to power the MDA300 sensor board and the MICAz
wireless sensor node (Moog Crossbow, Milpitas, CA, USA) [MDA300; MICAz] using
the PMS as shown in Figure A.3. Embedded with temperature and humidity sensors,
MDA300 can measure environmental data such as temperature and humidity. MICAz is
used for wireless transmission of the data collected by MDA300. The total power
consumption is approximately 65 mW for MICAz transmission at 0 dBm transmit power
and 30 mW for MDA300 sensing. The proposed PMS stores the MFC harvested energy
to achieve an intermittent 3.3 V output sufficient for driving the wireless sensor node. To
support transmission of three 90-bytes packets in each charging cycle, the second supercapacitor was selected as 0.05 F. It should be noted that the capacitance of the second
super-capacitor is dependent on the power need of loads. An LTC3108 converter with a
peripheral circuit as described in the LTC3108 datasheet [LTC3108] was utilized in the
test setup.

A.2 Identification of Optimal Capacitance in PMS
Capacitor Optimization
In order to identify the optimal capacitance for the first super-capacitor, an MFC
is modeled using an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure A.4. Numerous equivalent
circuit models have been developed in prior studies to model the MFC behavior when an
MFC is connected with an external load. The fuel cell internal resistance can usually be
modeled as a combination of anodic resistance, cathodic resistance, and ohmic resistance
[Liang2007], while the anodic and cathodic resistances may be current-dependent. There
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is a capacitance at the interface between the electrode and its surrounding
electrolyte/substrate when the charges in the electrode are separated from those in the
electrolyte [Larminie2003]. All these effects should be included to model an MFC
electrically. Herein, an MFC is modeled as an ohmic resistor in series with a parallel
combination of the electrode capacitor and the associated charge transfer resistors, which
are related to the activation and concentration energy of the anode and cathode
[Wang2005]. In Figure A.4, Ract , Rcon and Rohmic account for the equivalent resistance of
the MFC activation loss, concentration loss, and ohmic loss, respectively, EOCV is the
MFC open circuit voltage, Ce represents the electrode capacitor, and R line is the
resistance of the peripheral circuitry.
i1 (t )

Ract

Rcon

Rohmic

 
Ce

R line

i(t )

V1 (t )

EOCV


V2 (t )
 C
storage

PMS
and
Load

+MFC Equivalent Circuit Model

Figure A.4: Equivalent circuit model for MFC and circuit schematic during charging

As shown in the Appendix B, the MFC polarization curve (voltage-current curve)
can be described using an equivalent circuit:

Vcell = EOCV − IRohmic − aT − bT ln(I ) + c ln(1−
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I
I limit

)

(A.1)

where Ilimit is the MFC limiting current (also known as the maximum MFC current), T is
the absolute temperature, and I is the current flowing through Rohmic.
Since commercial DC/DC converters are commonly used to build a PMS, it is not
convenient to modify the parameters of commercial converters for PMS performance
optimization. Under such circumstances, only super-capacitors are considered
reconfigurable for optimized average power generation. Using the equivalent circuit
shown in Figure A.4, the following equations can be established based on the Kirchhoff
and Ohmic laws:













dV1 (t)
= i(t) − i1 (t)
dt
−V1 (t) − i(t)Rohmic = i(t)Rline +V2 (t)
Ce

EOCV

Cstorage

dV2 (t)
= i(t)
dt

i1 (t) =

(A.2)

V1 (t)
Ract + Rcon

where V1(t) is the voltage of the electrode capacitor, V2(t) is the voltage of the supercapacitor (Cstorage, corresponding to C 1 of Figure A.3), Ract  T  a  b ln(i1 (t ))  / i1 (t ) ,

i (t ) 
Rcon  c ln1  1  / i1 (t ) , and a, b, c, Ilimit and Rohmic are five unknown parameters to be
 I lim it 

experimentally determined. Ract and Rcon can be estimated based on the MFC steadystate analysis. The initial values of V1(t) and V2(t) are both zero before the super-capacitor
starts drawing energy from an MFC. When V2(t) reaches the discharging voltage Vd, the
super-capacitor begins to discharge and drive the PMS and load until V2(t) drops to the
charging voltage Vc for charging to begin again. During the steady state, the voltage on
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the super-capacitor V2(t) varies between Vd and Vc, and the average power stored in this
voltage range is of interest in this work.
By solving Equation (A.2), the charging time (Tc) for the super-capacitor to be
charged from Vc to Vd can be obtained, with the average power input to the PMS and load
being a function of Cstorage:

Pa =

1
Cstorage (Vd2 −Vc2 )
2Tc

(A.3)

and the optimal capacitance is determined by maximizing Pa .
Identification of MFC Equivalent Circuit and Optimal Capacitance
Once the MFC reactor reached the steady state after three days under a continuous
mode, the 1 kΩ resistor was disconnected to measure the MFC open circuit voltage
(OCV), which was around 0.79 V in this study. Then a series of resistors were connected
to the MFC reactor with the resistance progressively changed from 10 kΩ to 50 Ω every
10 minutes to obtain the MFC polarization curve. Ten minutes were sufficient for the
MFC reactor to reach the steady state after each resistance change in this study. The
resulting voltage was continuously recorded using a multimeter (34410A, Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) during this process, and the associated current was calculated by
dividing the recorded voltage by the external resistance.
For the MFC polarization curve, represented by Equation (A.1), EOCV was
measured once the MFC reactor was functional, the absolute temperature was 297 K, and
the five unknown parameters were estimated by curve fitting based on Equation (A.1).
The parameter estimates are: Rohmic  221.52 Ω, I limit  0.002 A, a  3.6e 4 , b  2.7e 5 ,
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and c  0.3568 . The identified R ohmic is close to that of a similar MFC study [Liu2005],
which was found to be 218 Ω. The value of Ce can be found by fitting the equivalent
model to the Nyquist plot of the dynamic impedance measurement or the MFC voltage
response during the transient period after the step-down change of current [Ha2010] in
addition to the cyclic voltammetry [Logan2006]. For convenience, the capacitance of the
electrode capacitor Ce was estimated using the transient voltage response method
proposed in [Ha2010]. During the estimation process, a 5 kΩ external resistor was first
connected to the MFC until the steady state was reached. The voltage was recorded as the
initial voltage, and the 5 kΩ resistor was replaced with a 10 kΩ resistor. The voltage of
the external resistor increased (compared with the initial voltage) and finally reached the
steady state about 20 minutes later. The resulting transient voltage responses were
recorded accordingly, and the voltage difference curve was fitted with the function
proposed in [Ha2010]. The identified capacitance ( Ce ) is 0.0042 F. It should be noted
that the curve fitting method is not a reliable method to accurately identify each single
unknown parameter while it does work in identifying MFC parameters [Ha2010]. For
accurate determination of electrochemical parameters, traditional electrochemical
techniques, such as the current interrupt test and the cyclic voltammetry [Logan2006],
should be adopted.
The optimal capacitance of the first super-capacitor was found as 1.5 F by
maximizing Pa based on the equivalent MFC parameters and Equation (A.3). Further
experiments were conducted to validate this estimated optimal capacitance. The
capacitance of the first super-capacitor was changed from 0.1 F to 6 F (at 0.1, 0.47, 0.67,
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0.87, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 F). At each value, the capacitor was connected to the MFC
directly, and then the charging process began. In the steady state, when the voltage of the
capacitor (V2) was raised from the charging voltage (Vc) to the discharging voltage (Vd),
the charging time Tc was recorded. The average power Pa harvested during a single
charging cycle was then calculated based on Equation (A.3). The same procedure was
repeated three times for each capacitance. The experimental results are shown in Figure
A.5, and the optimal capacitance is the one that results in the maximum average power.
From Figure A.5, the power estimation curve matches the measurement results very well.
Both the analytical and experimental studies have found that the 1.5 F super-capacitor
works the best for maximum average power harvesting for the MFC reactor in this study.
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Figure A.5: Measured and estimated average stored power at different capacitance

A.3 MFC and PMS Output Performance Evaluation
Output Voltage and Power
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During the experiment, the charging and discharging voltage history was studied
based on the wireless sensing setup. When the first super-capacitor was charged to the
discharging voltage, Switch 1 closed and the PMS began to charge the second supercapacitor. After the voltage of the first super-capacitor dropped to the charging voltage, it
was charged by the MFC again. This charging and discharging process was repeated until
the second 0.05 F capacitor was charged from 0V to 3.3V, which was equivalent to about
2.28 hours. After that Switch 2 closed and the power accumulated in the second supercapacitor was discharged to drive the load. This discharging process continued until the
voltage on the second capacitor dropped below 2.5 V, under which the load (MICAz with
MDA300) was no longer working. The minimum input voltage for MICAz with
MDA300 sensor board shown in [MICAz] is 2.7 V, however, 2.5 V was the minimal
input voltage value that was measured during the experimental tests herein. After the load
was no longer working, the second super-capacitor was again charged until its voltage
reached 3.3V. Figure A.6 shows the voltages on the capacitors and output of the PMS in
the first three cycles. It took about 0.99 hour to charge the second capacitor from 2.5 V to
3.3 V and this charging period is called the steady state period, which is repeated as
charging/discharging cycles. As the initial voltage on the second super-capacitor is 0 V,
the period when its voltage increases from 0 V to 2.5 V is referred as the initiation period.
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Figure A.6: Voltage on the capacitors and output of PMS

In addition, the power stored in the capacitors and delivered in the first three
cycles were also measured and shown in Figure A.7 based on the power information. The
first super-capacitor drew less than 0.4 mW from the MFC while the wireless transmitter
and sensor board drew up to 95mW power from the PMS when Switch 2 was closed.
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Figure A.7: Power stored in the capacitors and delivered to the loads
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5

Wireless Sensing Application
Wireless transmission of temperature and humidity information using the PMSassisted MFC was studied as an experimental application. As aforementioned, MICAz
and MDA300 were attached together so that the temperature and humidity data sampled
by MDA300’s internal sensors can be included in MICAz’s transmitted packets. When
the voltage of the second capacitor reached 3.3 V and thus Switch 2 closed, MICAz was
able to start up and transmit three packets. The reason to only transmit three packets is
that for typical wireless sensor network applications, at least 2 packets are required for
notification and handshake between neighbor sensors and one packet is needed to
transmit information data. As shown in Figure A.6, it took about more than two hours for
the second super-capacitor to reach 3.3 V if its initial voltage was 0 V. However, the time
interval during the steady-state charging/discharging cycles was about 0.99 hour as the
voltage of the second super-capacitor decreased to 2.5 V instead of 0 V, which greatly
shortened the charging time of the second super-capacitor.
Three representative cycles of wireless humidity and temperature measurements
at the Clemson Advanced Manufacturing & Systems Integration Laboratory (Clemson,
SC, USA) are shown in Figure A.8. One humidity data and one temperature data were
transmitted in a single charging/discharging cycle. The time interval between
charging/discharging cycles was measured as 0.99 hour.
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Figure A.8: Wireless sensor measurement results

The second super-capacitor of 50 mF was picked to provide sufficient energy to
transmit three packets in this study. It should be noted that this capacity can be varied
according to load requirements. Generally speaking, a larger capacity of the second
super-capacitor results in a larger number of packets which can be transmitted during a
charging/discharging cycle. Of course, the charging time also increases accordingly. The
second super-capacitor was varied in terms of its capacity (50, 54.2, 83.3, 100, 200, 300,
and 400 mF) to test the number of packets transmitted and the charging time during the
steady state period. The experimental measurements are shown in Figure 4.9, and it can
be seen that both the number of packets transmitted and the charging time increase
linearly with the capacity of the second super-capacitor. It means that once a load is
identified, the second super-capacitor can be selected based on the energy need of the
load.
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Figure A.9: Capacitance vs. number of packets and charging time

Performance Comparison with Other PMSs
During PMS operation, the 1.5 F (optimal value) super-capacitor C1 was charged
to 0.41 V and discharged to about 0.18 V. The measured average charging time was
about 273 (±5) sec. This charging time is comparable to that of other similar studies. For
example, Shantaram et al. [Shantaram2005] charged a 4 F capacitor from 0 to 0.5 V in
two minutes using an MFC with a 265 cm2 surface area sacrificial anode. Since a smaller
surface area (127 cm2) MFC was used in this study, a longer charging time was expected.
Moreover, in [Donovan2008], a 10 F capacitor needed approximately 10 minutes to
charge from 0 to 0.5 V using a sediment MFC with a 0.2 m2 projected surface area.
Similar wireless data transmission has also been tested in [Donovan2008]. The
wireless transmitter chosen was a Madgetech wireless temperature sensor (RFTC4000A,
MadgeTech, Warner, NH, USA). Its RF carrier frequency is 418 MHz and its output
power consumption is less than 1 mW. There were seven cycles of data transmission in
160 minutes, which indicates a shorter charging/discharging cycle than the proposed
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PMS in this study. However, as the load in this work consumed more than 90 mW power,
0.99 hour charging/discharging cycle was already comparable. Moreover, in
[Meehan2011], a hydrophone with similar power consumption (95 mW) was used as the
load and its charging/discharging cycle was around 9.3 hour, indicating a great
charging/discharging cycle performance of the power management system.
Generally, main MFC PMS designs can be categorized as capacitor-converter
type [Shantaram2005], charge pump-capacitor-converter type [Meehan2011], and
capacitor-transformer-converter

type

[Yang2012].

The

characteristics

of

the

aforementioned three PMS designs are summarized in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Characteristics of main MFC PMS designs
PMS design
Capacitorconverter
type

Charge
pumpcapacitorconverter
type
Capacitortransformerconverter
type (design
in this work)

Location
of
super- Advantages
capacitor(s)
One super-capacitor
Simple
which is directly
setup
connected with an MFC

One super-capacitor
which is connected
between the charge
pump and the DC/DC
converter
Two super-capacitors:
one is directly connected
with an MFC and the
other is connected
between the DC/DC
converter and the load

Higher
discharging
voltage of
the supercapacitor
Lower
PMS input
voltage

Disadvantages
It cannot drive the DC/DC
converter if the opencircuit-voltage (OCV) is
lower than the required
input voltage of the
converter
It cannot charge the supercapacitor if the MFC output
is lower than the required
input voltage of the charge
pump
Additional super-capacitor
is needed after the converter
to improve the load driving
performance

The latter two rows in Table A.1 are advanced PMS designs and they share some
similarities: 1) having simple super-capacitor-based circuits; and 2) being able to boost a
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low MFC output voltage to 3.3 V. However, there are some distinct performance
differences between these two PMSs. Table A.2 summarizes their differences. Some key
points are listed as follows:
1. Capacitor-transformer-converter type PMS can accommodate lower input
voltages depending on the design of Switch 1;
2. The charging speed of the capacitor-transformer-converter type PMS is not
limited by the charge pump as the charge pump-capacitor-converter type PMS,
resulting in a shorter charging/discharging cycle. This means that the capacitortransformer-converter type PMS is more capable in harvesting more energy from
an MFC even the charge pump-capacitor-converter type PMS has a higher power
efficiency. The charge pump-capacitor-converter type PMS may not be able to
utilize all energy produced by an MFC depending on the charge pump selected.
Table A.2: Key differences between two advanced PMSs

Minimum acceptable
input voltage (V)
Capacitance selection

Charging time needed
to transmit 5 packets
using MICAz

Charge
pump- Capacitor-transformercapacitor-converter
converter PMS
PMS
0.3
0.18
Capacitance is selected The first super-capacitor is
based on the need of optimized to achieve a
load
maximized MFC power
output while the second
super-capacitor is selected
based on the need of load
11.3 hours
1.06 hours
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Therefore, due to its lower acceptable input voltage and shorter charging time,
capacitor-transformer-converter PMS is adopted for MFC based wireless sensor network
communication protocol study.
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Appendix B
MFC Equivalent Circuit Model

Under practical operating conditions, the MFC output voltage Vcell is less than its
open circuit voltage ( EOCV ), mainly due to the activation loss, ohmic loss and
concentration loss [Wang2005]:

Vcell  EOCV  Vact  Vohmic  Vcon

(B.1)

where Vact , Vohmic , and Vcon represent the activation, ohmic and concentration voltage
drops, respectively, and are functions of the MFC current as seen from the MFC
polarization curve, which is also known as the voltage-current curve (U-I curve). The
activation loss is usually estimated using the Tafel equation [Larminie2003]:

Vact  T [a  b ln( I )]

(B.2)

where T is the absolute temperature, a and b are the coefficients to be identified, and I is
the current. Since the estimation of Rcon , Ract and Rohmic is based on the steady-state
analysis, there is no current flowing through the electrode capacitor Ce . As such, the
current flowing through these resistors is identical, and the Ohmic loss can be estimated
as follows:

Vohmic  IRohmic

(B.3)

and the concentration loss can be represented [Larminie2003]:
Vcon  

RT
I
ln(1 
)
nF
I limit
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(B.4)

where R is the universal gas constant, n is the number of electrons per reaction mol, F is
the Faraday constant, and Ilimit is the limiting current of an MFC. Then the polarization
curve can be simplified as follows:
Vcell  EOCV  IRohmic  aT  bT ln( I )  c ln(1 
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I
I limit

)

(B.5)
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Appendix C

Derivation of Average Successful Probing Time (One TX, one RX)

Probability that first probing packet arrives in Tactive period:

Practive  Tactive / (TDS 1  Tactive )

(C.1)

Probability that first probing packet arrives in TDS1 period:

PrDS 1  TDS 1 / (TDS 1  Tactive )

(C.2)

Given in Tactive period, probability that first probing packet arrives in idle listening
period:

Pr( IL | active)  TIL / (TIL  TPD )

(C.3)

Given in Tactive period, probability that first probing packet arrives in power down
period:

Pr( PD | active)  TPD / (TIL  TPD )

(C.4)

C.1 First probing packet arrives during transmitter’s active period
C.1.1 Idle Listening
If first probing packet arrives in idle listening period, only 1 probing packet is
needed and the probing time is Tp.

C.1.2 Power Down
If first probing packet arrives in power down period, two extreme cases are:

Ⅰ. First probing packet arrives at the end of power down period
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It will take N min1  2 probing packets to catch the idle listening period and the
probing time is:
Tmin1  Td  2Tp

(C.5)

Ⅱ. First probing packet arrives at the start of power down period
According to Equation (4.4), if the first probing packet arrives at the start of
power down period, it will take N max1  N 2  1 probing packets to catch the idle listening
period and the probing time is:
Tmax1  Tprobing  N 2 (Tp  Td )  Tp

(C.6)

C.2 First probing packet arrives during transmitter’s deep sleep period
Two extreme cases are:

Ⅲ. First probing packet arrives at the end of TDS1 period
Timing diagram for Case Ⅲ:
TDS 1

TIL

TPD

Receiver:

Time
1
Transmitter:

NC
Probing packet
received

First probing packet

Tprobing

TDS 2

Time

Tmin 2

Figure C.1: Timing diagram for Case Ⅲ

Transmitter has to go to deep sleep mode once in order to catch the idle listening
period. The first probing packet of the second round of probing/power down cycle may
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arrive at receiver’s power down or idle listening period. The number of receiver’s power
down/idle listening cycles before the successful reception of probing packet is (NC shown
in the figure):

N C  floor (

Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp
TPD  TIL

)

(C.7)

Therefore, if:

FC  floor (

Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp  N C (TPD  TIL )
TPD

)

(C.8)

equals to 0, then the first probing packet of the second round of probing/power down
cycle arrives at receiver’s power down period, it will need
N 2  ceil (

TPD  (Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp  N C (TPD  TIL ))
Tp  Td

)2

(C.9)

probing packets to catch the idle listening period and the total probing time will be:
Tprobing  TDS 2  ceil (

TPD  (Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp  N C (TPD  TIL ))
Tp  Td

)(Tp  Td )  Tp (C.10)

On the contrary, if FC equals to 1, which means the first probing packet of the
second round of probing/power down cycle arrives at receiver’s idle listening period, it
will then need N2+2 probing packets and the total probing time will be: Tprobing + TDS2 +
Tp. To summer up, the total probing packet number is:
N min 2  FC ( N 2  2)
 (1  FC )( N 2  ceil (

TPD  (Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp  N C (TPD  TIL ))
Tp  Td

and the total probing time is:
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)  2)

(C.11)

Tmin 2  FC (Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp )
 (1  FC )(Tprobing  TDS 2  ceil (

TPD  (Tprobing  TDS 2  Tp  N C (TPD  TIL ))
Tp  Td

)(Tp  Td )  Tp )

(C.12)

Ⅳ. First probing packet arrives at the start of TDS1 period
Timing diagram for Case Ⅳ:
TDS 1

TPD

TIL

Receiver:

Time
1

ND

Transmitter:

Tprobing

Time

TDS 2

TDS 2
Tmax 2

First probing packet

Probing packet received

Figure C.2: Timing diagram for Case Ⅳ

Transmitter needs to do several ( ceil[

TDS 1
] ) probing/deep sleep cycles so
Tprobing  TDS 2

that its probing packet can catch the idle listening period of the receiver. The number of
receiver’s power down/idle listening cycles before the successful reception of probing
packet is (ND shown in the figure):
ceil[
N D  floor[

TDS 1
](Tprobing  TDS 2 )  TDS 1
Tprobing  TDS 2
TPD  TIL

(C.13)

]

Therefore, similar to the above analysis, if:
ceil (
FD  floor (

TDS 1
)(Tprobing  TDS 2 )  TDS 1  N D (TPD  TIL )
Tprobing  TDS 2
TPD
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)

(C.14)

The total probing packet number is:
N max 2  FD (ceil (

TDS1
)( N 2  1)  1)
Tprobing  TDS 2

 (1  FD )(ceil (

TPD  (ceil (
 ceil (

(C.15)

TDS1
)( N 2  1)
Tprobing  TDS 2
TDS1
)(Tprobing  TDS 2 )  TDS1  N D (TPD  TIL ))
Tprobing  TDS 2
Tp  Td

)  1)

The total probing time is:
Tmax 2  FD (ceil (

TDS1
)(Tprobing  TDS 2 )  Tp )
Tprobing  TDS 2

(C.16)

TDS1
 (1  FD )(ceil (
)(Tprobing  TDS 2 )
Tprobing  TDS 2
TPD  (ceil (
 ceil (

TDS1
)(Tprobing  TDS 2 )  TDS1  N D (TPD  TIL ))
Tprobing  TDS 2
Tp  Td

)(Tp  Td )  Tp )

In conclusion, if the first probing packet may arrive anywhere with equal
probability, the resulting average probing packet number is:
N ave  Practive (Pr( IL | active)  Pr( PD | active)(

N min1  N max1
N
 N max 2
))  PrDS1 ( min 2
) (C.17)
2
2

The resulting average successful probing time is:
Tave  Practive (Pr( IL | active)t  Pr( PD | active)(
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Tmin1  Tmax1
T T
))  PrDS1 ( min 2 max 2 ) (C.18)
2
2

Appendix D
Derivation of Average Successful Probing Time (TX mode overlapping)

Given node A in TX mode and node B in RX mode, the average successful
probing time is shown as in Equation (C.18). When their TX modes overlap, node A and
B will choose to be in RX mode for cA and cB times, respectively. If cA<cB, node A will
reach TX mode earlier than node B, the average probing time is the backoff time of node
A plus Tave; if cA>cB, node B will be in TX mode earlier than node A. As the data packet
flow is from node A to node B, node A will turn into TX mode immediately after node B
finds node A, the average probing time is the backoff time of node B plus 2Tave; if cA=cB,
their TX modes overlap again and the backoff contention window size increases.
In summary, the average successful probing time after l ( 1  l  lmax ) times of TX
modes’ overlapping is:
3

TTX  Tave

4

Toverlap (l )  
2l 1
2l  i
(1  1  1 )T  
[2(i  1)  3Tave ]
TX
l
l

2 2l
i 1 2 (2  1  i )

(l =1)

(D.1)
(1<l  lmax )

where TTX=TRX=TDS1+Tactive.
The probability of having the lth time TX modes’ overlapping is ½(l-1), therefore,
the overall average successful probing time when TX modes’ overlapping happens is:
lmax

Tave _ overlap  
l 1

1
Toverlap (l )
2l 1
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(D.2)

Finally, given two nodes operating under the proposed scheduling and one node
in TX mode, the average successful probing time is:

Ta  0.5(Tave  Tave _ overlap )
lmax

 0.5[Tave  
l 1

1
Toverlap (l )]
2l 1
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(D.3)

9

Appendix E

Data Flow Path Setup and Redirection

In this section, two scenarios are considered: 1) basic setup of data flow paths,
and 2) data flow redirection between mesh nodes. The goal of this section is to provide
sample flow entry configurations.
Basic setup of data flow paths
Basic setup of the data flow paths is the first step before redirecting data traffic
among nodes. OpenFlow provides such a capability by inserting flow entries at the
controller. For nodes connecting to the controller, they behave like a virtual “switch”, and
any incoming traffic that matches the flow rules will be redirected using the flow actions.
Figure E.1 shows the schematic of setting up a data flow path between two nodes.

b
S
a

g

Figure E.1: Basic setup of data flow path

In Fig. E.1, nodes a and b are mesh nodes, node g is an Internet gateway with
Ethernet connection to remote server S. In this section, the goal is to set up a connection
between node a and remote server g. Assume node b already has a connection to node g.
Any packet originated from node b arrives at node g first, which is transported to remote
server S through Ethernet. Flow 1 in Fig. E.1 shows the original flow path without
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OpenFlow. Now consider a new node a joins the network, it needs to find its next-hop
neighbor so that packets originated from node a can be transported to the remote server.
In this setup, node b is the neighbor and Flow 2 represents the added flow path.
To implement this scenario, traditional solutions require coordination between
nodes a and b, as well as routing table updates, requiring relatively high local
computation capability at each physical node. How to add Flow 1 data path using
OpenFlow is shown in this section. OpenFlow addresses this by inserting flow entries at
the controller, as shown in Table E.1. Thus no more action is required at local mesh
nodes.
Table E.1: Flow entries (basic setup of data flow paths)
Flow Rules 'switch':"data_path_id_node_a" 'switch':"data_path_id_node_b"
'ingress-

'ingress-

port':"virtual_port_node_a"

port':"physical_port_node_b"

Flow

set-dst-ip = ip_node_b

set-dst-ip = ip_node_S

Actions

set-dst-mac = mac_node_b

set-dst-mac = mac_node_S

(push)

output = physical_port_node_a

output = physical_port_node_b

For

node

a,

its

virtual

OpenFlow

switch

identification

number

is

data_path_id_node_a, and packets originated from node a have the ingress-port number
labeled as virtual_port_node_a. When the virtual OpenFlow switch receives such data
flow matching the flow rules, packet headers will be manipulated to follow the flow
actions. In this scenario, the destination of node a’s packets is node b, hence packets from
node a must have their destination IP and MAC addresses rewritten to be node b. The
“set-dst-ip” and “set-dst-mac” fields in the flow actions are used to rewrite packet
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headers. ip_node_b and mac_node_b are the IP and MAC address of node b, respectively.
The modified packets must be output through the wireless radio interface, which is
defined as physical_port_node_a in the flow entries. After node b receives the matching
flows, flow actions take effect and it forwards redirected data traffic to gateway g via the
original link. As the virtual OpenFlow switch takes over node b as well, corresponding
flow entries need to be set. The destination IP and MAC addresses must be the remote
server (ip_node_S and mac_node_S), the data flow must be output through node b’s
wireless radio interface (physical_port_node_b).
Flow entries are pushed by the controller via a Flooglight module, the Static Flow
Pusher API, which allows a user to manually insert flows into an OpenFlow network.
After flow entries are pushed, the connection between node a and gateway g is
established. This scenario serves the foundation for the following scenario.
Data flow redirection between mesh nodes
Redirecting data traffic between mesh nodes is essential for implementing
centralized network control. Figure E.2 shows the corresponding schematic.
b
S
a

g
c

Figure E.2: Redirecting data Traffic between mesh nodes

Nodes a, b, and c are mesh nodes, node g is an Internet gateway with Ethernet
connection to remote server S. Assume a link is already established from node a to
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gateway g via node b by pushing the flow entries shown in Table E.1. If node b
experiences unexpected conditions, e.g. significant packet losses due to a full buffer or
unstable wireless channel, node a will redirect its data flow to node c to avoid the
degraded performance. This is a simple application model for traffic redirection, and the
OpenFlow controller is able to make the adjustments based on reports from the installed
performance measurement tool. In this scenario, we need to delete an existing connection
from node a to server S via node b and set up a new connection to server S via node c.
Flow entries required for this scenario are shown in Table E.2. The previous flow
actions for the a-b-g link must be removed before the new flow actions for the a-c-g link
are pushed. For node a, the destination IP and MAC addresses must be modified to be
node c (ip_node_c and mac_node_c). For node c, it receives incoming data flow from its
wireless interface physical_port_node_c with matching virtual OpenFlow identification
number data_path_id_node_c. It then modifies the destination IP and MAC addresses of
packet headers to be the remote server S (ip_node_S and mac_node_S).
Table E.2: Flow entries (data flow redirection between mesh nodes)
Flow Rules

'switch':"data_path_id_node_a" 'switch':"data_path_id_node_c"
'ingress-

'ingress-port':

port':"virtual_port_node_a"

"physical_port_node_c"

Flow Actions

set-dst-ip = ip_node_b

(remove)

set-dst-mac = mac_node_b
output = physical_port_node_a

Flow Actions

set-dst-ip = ip_node_c

set-dst-ip = ip_node_S

(push)

set-dst-mac = mac_node_c

set-dst-mac = mac_node_S

output = physical_port_node_a

output = physical_port_node_c
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